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ABSTRACT 
With the established of Internet technology, any computer can be linked from 
anywhere and anytime to gain the nece sary information. Today, a huge numb r 
of the people connected to the Internet, and this inspire the creation of VM 
Online Vehicle M. agement System) for Univers ity of Malaya. 
The current summon and transport registration Y':> cm which handle by P sjabat 
Keselamatan is done by manually and outdated in thi informati n world. Thu , 
the main objectives of OVM is to make the registration of tran port ea 'i ·r and 
more convenient, t reduce admini trative work for the Pejabat K tselamatan 
personnel, and to generate reports from the web-based system 
nee the VM, i, developed, it i nablc any auth riz d p r 11 to r •gi st r th ir 
Iran ·port via this on line ystcm. ll als ca se the ad mini trator ·' works in 
mainiainina the databa c. hi tar ictcd lo b a. simpl a po iblc 
bccau ·c mo t f the u scrs for this y tcm is non-technical u crs. 
p thi 
online system. Besides, de clopmcnt t >I such a cti c Ser er Pa re · I\ P , 
Microsoft Server QL 7.0, and B Script ar 11 cd t de .lop the M 'i stem. Un
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CHAPTER ONE : 1NTRODVCT10N 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
At University of Malaya, every student an staff is compulsory to registc. 
their vehicle in purpose to gain a pass to bring their own vehicle in the 
campus. 
The current vehicle registration system is done by manually. Students and 
staffs who want to register their vehicle have to travel themselves to 
Pejabat Keselamatan to fill up the registration from and buy the sticker as a 
permit to bring vehicle in campus. At least an attendant must be there for 
checking the necessary documents. After registration, the staff of Pejabot 
Keselamatan need to retype the students' and staffs' detail into computer as 
a record keeping. 
Besides, Pejabat Keselamatan also responsible in issuing summons fr those 
are involved in traffic offence in the campus of university. Anywhere, the 
records are kept by manually without systematically. It is very hard for 
administrators to keep track the summon and registration rec rd and 
maintain the database. 
The problems mentioned above motivate this project to be carried out. 
Now, with the help of Internet intelligenc ftwarc VM nline 
Vehicle Management System) will provid us with the e t deal. This 
project will be going to chang the manual! r ri ·ttuti n t m t th 
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online registration system. Using an online management system will make 
the registration of vehicle easier and more convenient to reduce either the 
students or administrators works. 
OVMS is a web-based system with de velop a stable connection or link 
between the system server and the Pejabat Keselamatan database. A 
student or staff no longer need to present to the registration process. It also 
not to mention spending sometime filing all the necessary forms. They can 
be able to register their vehicle anyway is given the access authority. 
Hopefully, this system will bring benefits to Pejabat Keselamatan. 
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of developing this OVMS are as follows: 
i. To 1/e,v/g11 111ul develop " user-friendly website for online vehicles 
registration 
The design and development of a user-friendly website with attractive and 
interactive interfaces for online vehicle registration to ca e the tudents or 
staffs to register their vehicle and get further information from P tjabat 
Keselamatan. 
tt: To make the registration of vehicle easier and more convenient 
As with the current registration system student or staff: f f 
Malaya need to travel to Pejabat Ke ilomatan n a particular day thttt ha 
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been set by Pejabat Keselamatan for register their vehicle. The students 
have to fill in a registration form and queue up for staff checking. This is 
very complicated and time-consuming. With the OVMS, the process of 
registration will be make easier and convenient to the students. It can done 
form the user's own faculty's compu er laboratory, library. Office or 
actually anywhere as long as it is with the campus where provides the 
Internet facility. 
iii. To reduce administrative work for the Pejabat Keselamatan personnel 
Instead of the administrators doing the typing of data (personal and vehicle 
detail) into the system, the users will have input it themselves. It will be 
easier for both users and administrators to complete tasks. In addition, it 
can reduce the processing errors due to lower of human intervention 
because all of the information need not key in again by the administrators at 
Pejabat Keselamatan. 
iv. The generate reports from the web-based system 
Using the web-based system, generating of reports can be done ea ier and 
systematically. From here, the administrators of Pejabat Ke elamatan can 
use the reports to do the report to do analytical and statistical calculation. 
Also, it is easier for them to manage the registration rule , maintain the 
integrity of database, manage the registration proce s and improve the 
control of registration. 
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1.3 PROJECT SCOPE 
This is a web-based project. Pejabat Keselamatan that implemented OVMS 
enables all the administrators to keep track each student's vehicle 
registration and summon records through a database. Currently, this online 
vehicle management system would be limited and ill only cover the UM 
students and staffs, and the administrators of Pejabat Keselamatan. It is no 
involved any transaction of money. 
This project's scope will all coves the activities for summon and vehicle 
registration, which Pejabat Keselamatan usually done by manual. There 
were be three main modules under this online management system. That 
are, the General Module, Administrator Module and User Module. 
The General Module can be access by anybody without authority. This 
module provides several information about Pejabat Keselamatan, 
announcement, procedure to register a vehicle and etc. 
The Admini trator Module wil1 only allows authorized administrators to 
access and maintain the database. They can keep track the student' s and 
staff's vehicle registration and summon records. 
The User Module consists of series of pages that can be acce ed by any 
UM student of staff. Users can register their vehicle and view their summon 
records via this online management system. 
4 
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1.4 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
The main target of this system is become as simple as possible. This is 
because most of the users for this system, the UM students ad staffs, and 
administrators from Pejabat Keselamatan, are non-technical users. The 
system should be easy to understand and easy to use. 
Once the OVMS is developed, every student or staff of University of 
Malaya is expected to able to register their vehicle from anywhere within 
the campus by using this system, as long as the computer is connected to 
the networked in the university. 
In addition, the development of this system should also help the Pejabat 
Keselamatan'n administrators in ease their work in database maintenance, 
keep track the students or staffs record. Reports can be generated from a 
selected student, selected vehicle or selected summon, selected chassis 
number, and elected faculty. In addition, the total of registered vehicle ad 
summons record for each semester can be generated by this online 
management sy tom. 
There are some specification for the expected outcomes from the system 
after the completion of this web-based vehicle mans cmcnt y tern f r 
University of Malaya students and staffs. 
t. Only authorized users are allowed to acce to the tern 
ii. Users are allowed to chan re their 
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iii. The whole system is a foundation model of OVMS for future growth 
and implementation. 
iv. The proposed of system is not expected to be a complete application 
rather than a basic module 
v. System can perform some basic fin ctions of OVMS reasonably and 
meet some criteria, such as reliable, consistent, user-friendly and open 
system based. 
vi. The system can access easier within the UM campus 
Vll. Students or staffs can register their vehicle using this system and be 
able to view their swnmon record too 
viii. Administrators of Pejabat Keselamatan can keep track the vehicle 
registration and summon records of each students and staff, and 
maintain it as well as needed 
1.5 PROJECT LIMITATIONS 
This project has its limitations. It will only covered the students and staffs 
of University of Malaya. 
Jn addition, after online registration, the students are also required to travel 
themselves to Pejobat Keselamatan for showing the nece sary documents 
and buying the sticker as a permit to bring vehicle in campus. This system 
will only helps the students in saving the time without queue up at J ijabat 
Keselamatan to get and fill up the registration form. 
This system also not involved any transaction of m ne . The tudent or 
staffs cannot pay their summon by usin this rt tcm, 
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1.6 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Final Year Project Schedule (OVMS) 
JUN JULY AUG I SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 
'01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '02 
Project Definition - Literature Review 
System Analysis 
System Design 
Coding 
Testing 
Review 
Documentation 
Fl ure 1. 1 : Final Year Project Schedule 
7 
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1. 7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This project documentation is divided into 7 chapters, they are: 
Chapter 1 : Introduction 
Gives a briefly overview of the current system available at Pejabat 
Keselamatan and some information of Pejabat Keselamatan. In addition, 
the importance of the project is explained with listed and described the 
project objectives. Te project scope and schedule is also shown in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Divided into four parts. The first part described the current vehicle 
management system with Pejabat Keselamatan following by the second 
part, the registration system with Road Vehicle Department of Malaysia 
(JP J). Then, the third part is gives some explanation of information 
gathering process and researches strategies that are relevant to the project. 
The similar existing system is discussed here. The last part i de cribes the 
needed tools to develop a web-based system, eg. Programming language 
software needed, web application, web architecture and others. 
Chapter 3 : System Requirements and AnaJysi 
111is chapter determine the functional and non-functi nal requirem nts o 
the system. User's requirements and udmini strati e Ilwar • and hardware 
8 
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are listed here. The reasons why this software and hardware are chosen is 
discussed. 
Chapter 4 : System Design 
This chapter discusses the various aspects of the user interface design, 
database design, system architecture, process design ad system 
functionality design of the system. The structure charts and data flow 
diagrams (DFD) for this system are shown here. 
Chapter 5: System Implementation 
Describes the development environment and development tools for this 
project. 
Chapter 6 : System Testing 
Discusses the various forms of testing that are needed to be carry out to 
ensure that the system developed is high of quality. 
Chapter 7 : System Evaluation and Conclusion 
The problems encountered during the development of the system are given. 
An evaluation of the system in terms of problems, system trengths and 
limitations are also given together with suggestions for future 
enhancements for the system. This chapter ad with c nclu ion f tlli 
project. 
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CHAPTER TWO : L1T£RA TVR£ R£V1£W 
2.1 THE UNIVERSITY OF ALAYA CURRENT 
VEHICLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
2.1.1 A Brief History of Pejabat Keselamatan 
Pejabat Keselamatan is one of the administration offices in University or 
Malaya which established with the objectives to en urc the safety and 
security of the University's community and propcrtio , t pr mote, pr ide 
and secure a peaceful, harmonious environment in the campus, maintain 
peace, law and order by executing the Univer iry Act, and maintain a 
smooth traffic flow/parking in the nivcrsiiy campus. 
Therefore, Pcjabat K es 'lama/an responsible 111 current vehicle 
management system for the student and staff of Univcr. it f Mala n 
with issuing car stickers/passc · in rder to obtain the above bjecriv · . 
Also, any student or taff who had committed with an offence a iain t the 
act in the university campus may issued with a summ n by the taff · f 
Pejabat Keselamatan. 
The following shows the organizati n tru ture for 11111 11;...,..,e{111mtc111 
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Pendaftar 
Pn. Haji Yaacob Hussein 
I 
Pengarah Keselamatan 
En. Rosli Mahani 
I 
Pegawai Keselamatan 
n. Mohd. Salek Pono 
I 
Penolong Pegawai (2) 
12n. Mrsdi Wasirnan 
En. Mohd. Zakir aad 
I 
Untl Unit nit nit Am 
Peutudbrrun ('cgah Lalulinta, 
l1'igur • 2. I: Orgnnb:ation 'tructure of Pejnbat Ke elarnatan 
2.1.2 Introduction about the Current System 
The current vehicle management ytem which i handl rd b f),•1aho1 
Keselamatan is done by manually. Thi tern is u sed in ·th · • uabhshed 
or Pejabat Keselaniatan until ll \\ ada • . . Eve , stud 'Ill { I staff r 
11 
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University of Malaya who own a vehicle need to present themselves to 
Pejabat Keselamatan for registration. They have to queue up and fill in a 
registration form in purpose to get a sticker as a pass to bring their own 
vehicle in the campus. The Pejabat Keselamatan 's administrator is 
responsible for checking the forms which is completed by student or staff. 
After this, the administrator needs to type in the details of each form into 
computer one by one. This is very time-consuming and bring on some 
processing errors due to lower of human intervention. 
Summons for the students or staffs who had committed in traffic offence in 
the campus of university are kept manua11y. All the summons are not 
recorded systematically and efficiency. In consequence of this manually 
application, administrators are very hard to keep track the summon records 
of each student. In addition, the updating and maintenance activitic for 
students information is more difficult and time-consuming compare to an 
online system. The administrators of Pejabat Keselamatan cannot search 
record for a selected student, selected staff, selected vehicle, and selected 
summon with the current system. 
Jn addition, the program which is used in the current system is developed 
many years ago, and the programmer and administrator who involved in the 
development of this program are resigned already without provid any u er 
manual for this program. Hence, the administrators who re pon iblc for 
current vehicle management system had only know how t p rfi rm the 
basically functions of the system. They cannot utilized the functionality of 
the program as well as possible. 
1 
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Type of 2000/2001 
Category Vehicle 1998/1999 1999/2000 (until 
14.10.00) 
Staff Car 5953 6132 6420 
Motorcycle 1700 1700 1643 
Subtotal 7653 7832 8063 
Student Car 2455 2486 2730 
Motorcycle 5000 6000 4810 
-- --- -·- - - - . - - - - --- ·--- - - - ... _ Subtotal 7455 8486 7540 
Total 15108 16318 15603 
Table 2. I: The stntistic Ior Registered Motor Vehicle with PP}t1bt11 Ke.~elu111(1t1111 
Table 2. 2: Summon notice issued by Pejabtu Ke. ela111aJa11 from J 99 t to 2000 ·c1u· 
--- YEAR SUMMONS 
91 218 
92 185 
-- ·- --- 93 300 
.~ 
94 40 
95 N record 
96 ] 195 
·- -· 97 287 
---- 98 3280 
99 2710 
00 2696 
From the Table 2. L and Table 2.2, ' e can c uclude that the am uni >f the 
registered motor vehicle and summon n ti e "111 h nr · 1 -.·u ·d I t f 11•1 ti 11 
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Keselamatan are increasing in the recently years. The current manual 
vehicle management system which the Pejabat Keselamatan used in all this 
years is not suitable in handle a huge amount of data. Searching a record of 
selected student, vehicle or summon is very hard if done by manually. The 
weakness of current vehicle manageme t system is the main factor to 
motivate the development of OVMS. 
2.2 ROAD VEHICLE DEPARTMENT OF 
MALAYSIA ( JPJ) 
( http://jpj,gov.my) 
• /I "' 
~""'' . .) J Cl ~ ..1·-·"' )· ..J Im • .J J• s 
IA<Jdl.,.)iPJhttO•l/-.1>1 ...... 11"1P111"""i't•n --~~ 
... ( ~ r1i r~ v .. ,,.~~ .. ,,_,., 8 "'"""''' . -· . 
1 
... , ... t •'ff... .• Ill Hf:tM 1tl 
VWICLIJ ronM" Ollllt~C 
• J• 11 £J1g P•11rtt• ~ftlu1•r•" MJ1I-•., .-'tndot11f"I /tl(Jftff £ec•1• Su~t,t111J Oi•" 
I •u•ury !:llr'l•lll r 
• I 1 ffrg f;"''J~fl Pit"•·"-'"" M ,~ .. ,, V•n1••4•1 Mnthr ,• • n 0;;,"P-*r1• 
P1r1ti1h1111I~ $fC .ii • (/Jth PtmJoy.; &trd•l'!•r 
~ 
t111~·-·j .ii 
Figure 2. 2 : Road Vehicle Department' Web ice 
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JP J is the department of Ministry of Vehicle, Malaysia. It is responsible for 
providing counter services in matters pertaining to vehicles and driving 
licences, and enforcing the Road Vehicle Act I 987 to ensure competent 
drivers and safe vehicles. Bellows are the same of the objectives of JPJ. 
" Register and license al1 motor vehicles; 
• Identify and develop a training and education system for drivers; 
• Test and license drivers; 
• Enforce road vehicle regulations; 
• ollect revenue and provide counter services 
• Register and license a11 motor vehicles; 
• Identify and develop a training and education system f r drivers; 
• Test and license drivers; 
• Enforce road vehicle regulations; 
" ··ollect revenue and provide counter services 
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The following shows the organization structure for JP J 
r-J-- - L 
I lEGAl AOVlSOR ) (iNFORMATlON OFFICER 
(o1RrctOR (SCLANGOR) 
( DIR;;;DAH) 
( DIRCCiOR IM[LAKA) 
( DIRCCTOR (IOHOR) 
( DIREClOR (lCRIMGANU) 
( DIRCClOR (SARAWAkl 
( OIRCClOR (K£1.Ati1AN) 
.( DIR(ClOA (SAG~Hl 
Figure 2. 3 : JP,J Or •nni:intlon Structur 
The JPJ web site provides a lot of information for vehicle registration. The 
procedure and documents needed is listed very clear and d tail. B ·Im 
the guide for registration of motor vehicle with JP J. 
I. Pre-registration arrangements 
(must do before registering a vehicle with JP J ) 
• Settlement of all duties levied by ustom an , i e Department 
2. Completed JP JKJ form 
lb 
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3. Required documents 
• National Identity Card an its photocopy 
• Appendix A ( letter of Indemnity ) 
• Excise 7 form 
• Approval letter for a tendered registran on number ( if any ) 
• Purchase documents 
• Letter of Ownership claim 
• Insurance policy I cover note 
From the above information, the motor vehicle r gi tration with JPJ 
more complicated compared to the vehicle regi tration in the niver ity f 
Malaya. The JPJK I form is very complex and too many information need 
to fill up. All the detail about the vehicle and its wner is needed. 
As a department under the electronic government, the JP.J provide. the 
onliue vehicle regi urarion. l lowcvcr, thi system i n t efficient. It did n t 
shown a positive feedback from users bccau e th lack of instruction how 
lo re zister a motor vehicle with an on line y tern. 
As an 011li11e re iistruti n system, it is not o u cr-fri ndly and efficient! . 
The electronic forms for vehicle registration arc nl provid ·d in Mi ro Il 
Power Point formal. In addition, the form are c actly am with the paper- 
based registration form without adapted int a format hich i c 11 cnicnt 
for users to fill in. The registration form mpli ated Hild 11 it 
suitable used as an electronic form. The in truction 
an online vehicle registration is al o ne er "de scrib sd in this v • 
17 
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Besides, JPJ also responsible for issuing summon notice for any person 
who had committed an offence against the Act. The particular to be filled 
when the summons' notice is being issued are shown as follows. ft is 
including all necessary information - who, where, when, why a summon is 
created. 
• Offender's Name 
• Identity Card Number 
• Address Of Offender 
• Vehicle Registration Number/Make 
• Type of ffences 
• Place where offences committed 
• Time of Ifcnccs 
• ompoundublc offence/Dale of ompound 
• Place of Mugistrute 'ourt and Mention ate 
• Si mature of Offender 
• Signature of Road V chicle Officer 
• RTD office where payment of compound can be made 
The following tables show the tati tic f regi .tered m nor 'hi ·I· in 
Malaysia from 1987 to 2000 year and the num r I ummon n ti • Ire 111 
the year of 1995 to 1999. 
I~ 
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!j~PES OF VEHICL~S _ 
YEAR j!!~~~~! =:]!Pubii~ ~-!~ice __ j f C-:=:lF~ Hire& Goods Others Grand Total 
___ Motorcycle [~_v,~1car_J Bus . !Taxi J Drive 
[!9-!2_] l!_,_~~?:tiJ j_!_J_~fuj[~~ [~2-~(5~ 1?2_7 41 ] 123 ~ I 03 ][i06, 671] [3,° 674, 484 . 
1~.?.-~! __11;9.~_Q,~ ,_~JIJ ~~-?-~?.2~~ll?.9.·~-~.? [?~)_6 J?,937 Jl24s,232Jt112,226j~,s65,7o9 
l!?.~ __ ]1?~_18~~(58]1~~5_3~, I (56][2_1,984J28,1201[4,232 ]1263,597][ 120,629114, 155, I 6 . 
[~99~J§J~~2J[1,678!.9soJ~[3_9,_?741f<6JTJ!288,479J(132,0Tg[4,s41,41" 
[!22!.J[~?_?.5.2~~-?.ll~~3~~~?.?.]8~?.~?_[~~~~1~.~~ )[3-i3,SB][1~,47~[4,942,038 
l.!2~J[z26~~6Jl1,942,016]l21,s27 [35,596~[s,3s1 /133~~674](@.~[s:2s9,s 4 
[~2?~ __ ___11_~_,J_?o, 769)12,~88,30o][29,924 [3s,21sj[s, 762 ]l3ss,sos][ 1 4, 199![s, 56,040 
[!_2~]~~~7~f2~~~s41J@1,s29 f42,204js,Jos l[393,833J[11s,439][6,253, 4 
[1995 /J3,608,475Jl2,553,574Jj3G,OOO J46,8oif8.195lj440,72 )[203,6 ~~,897,4 4 
1·~96 ]13,951,9 1]12,886,5 6]18,965~85119,971 j[5i2,165][2 7,63i]f7,68 ,-84 
I. 1991 Jl4,32s, 991 J[3,211,3o4][4 ,444 [s 1,293 [I0,826][574,622Jr2 ~f8,5so,469- 
f 199s lf4,6n,1s~! .4s2.ss~f4s,64 fs4,sco'j10,042jf59 ,14 ~[2s ,8 8]f ,141,.s1 
[1999 l[s,082,473]1 ,787,0471[47,674j55,62 ]io,020lf642,9761[ 04,1 5l[, 29,951 
j2ooo lfs,35 ),604Jr4,145,982lf48, 62rs6,1s2J10,4 3lf6 5,284][: 15, 871[10,5 8,80 
Table 2.J : StatisCic of rcgi tercel motor vehicle in Malay i11 ( 1987 lo 2000 enr ) 
- YEAR SUMM 
1995 I, 962, 
1996 2, 169, 
1997 3, 64, 
1998 2 7 2, 
1999 2 _9 
- ---- - 
ON 
095 
7 4 
758 
130 
0 
Table 2.4 : The Number of Summons otice from t 995 to 19 9 ear 
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From the statistic, the number of registered motor vehicle is shown a 
dynamically increasing from year to year. Although the total of umrn n 
notice bad not shown an increasing as registered motor vehicle, but there 
were a huge amount of summons notice are issued in each year. As a 
conclusion, it is important for JPJ to improve their existing onlinc 
registration procedure in order to convenient the Malay ia resident to do 
an online registration. In addition, with an efficient online registration 
system, the administrators of JPJ can ease their works in maintaining 
database which consists a huge number of data. 
2.3 INFORMATION GATHERING 
Information •athcring is required t know what i. nc ded in a ;y tern. 
Internet surfin 1, interviews, brain terming, reviewing of current sys tcm arc 
done to rather data and requirements for the development of the system. 
2.3.1 Research 
Research for this project was done via the f nt met and th u ih boo s. 
Anywhere, Internet is the most widely used a an informati n lathering. 
Internet is being used to seek information on client- er er architc 'tlll ·,web 
technologies, web application programming tc. Th' di cu· i n in th· 
literature review for chapter two is a re ult from r iscarch Th ' r •suits ar · 
very useful in determined the de elopment appr ach in th· 111i11g • • ·tions 
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2.3.2 Interviews 
Interview is directed conversation with a specific purpose that uses a 
question-and-answers format. In the interview, the interviewer wants to get 
the opinions of the interviewee and his or her feelings about the current 
state of the system. Opinions may be more important and more revealing 
than facts. (26] The following show the conclusion as a result of the 
interview are done. 
a) En. Rashid bin Abdullab from Pejabat Keselamatan 
An interview were conducted with n. Abdul Rashid bin Abdullah, 
Security Staff Assistant from Pejabat Keselamatan, who is the person 
takes fully responsibility to th UM current vehicle management y cm in 
order to understand the current system and the problems facing by 
adrnini trators. 
According to him, the current system i fu11y manually and very hard in 
managing and maintaining. The proce ing error i high due to human 
intervention because all of students' data need to key in to the computer 
manually by the admini trarors. In addition, the rec rd of umm n i n t 
systematic and not updated as well as needed. 
As a conclusion, he requirements are to make a t m that i' irnpl •r to u ·c 
and link it up the web. 
. I 
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b) Twenty Students From tile Library 
A random interview is also done with twenty students, who have own a 
vehicle, at the UM main library's parking lot. This place was cho en, as this 
is a strategic location where students from 'lll facultie normally come. 
From the twenty respondents, mo t of them said that the current vehicle 
registration system is very time-consuming and not efficient. This i 
because they need to present themselves to the Pejabat Keselamatan and 
queue up to fill the registration form. They show a high interested in put 
online the vehicle registration system. According to them, most of them are 
always exposed lo Internet and it is more ca ily r r them to rcgi tcr their 
vehicle via Internet. 
The results of interview showed the most of the student wish to have the 
following features in the online vehicle re iisiration ystem. 
• Useful information from Pejabat Keselamatan 
• U ser-Irieudli ncss 
• Simple and easy to use 
• Complete reference to the procedure of rcgistrati n 
• Well organized 
2.3.3 Brainstorm 
During the requirements elicitation, I alwa get ad i ·e · fr 111 111 
supervisor, En.Mustaffa and m friend . p ially c 111""' mat'. al ut this 
system. During this sta ze we 1ene ate man rd ~a· as µos ul l i v iihout 
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any analysis until all the idea have been exhausted. Besides, we study the 
feasibility of the requirements identified in this state. 
2.3.4 Analysis On Existing and Similar System 
A research was done to find various existing vehicle registration and 
renewal system due to develop the OVMS system. From the many types of 
online vehicle registration system, the following were ch en t be 
discussed. 
2.3.4.1 Maryland's Online Vehicle Registration Renewal ( MVA) 
( http://www.mva.state.md.us/) 
'-' Hll,,,t. 
V•tt•ht;i•ffat 1 
l't11 ti J-Jt 111 llO•r·i 
.}lf.iiJ1\CJQ•1H 
l tlf~ I f 
r1., tft I tt;t 
T111nt' l•,fNIT "''"" 
f I~~'/ HI 1''11n' 
crioru~<-''"'' t·l'u 
"no 11"' 
w lc orn to MVAll1tll.>d<J/:,I •,Ip 1.IJfJWt.>rkl.UllJMVAunu .. r:,t r11J:..U1 110 dto 
rn ~" 01ir ''"v!tM m""' "'""'"" n1 l<iryrn1 W rum"' •mf')Ulyyrnir1tr11, 11n<1 nowyni1 
1 11 r11111tYVyt11JI vi.hH lo r111J11.l1 JIH>ll flUJlt t:M•r Ut1 klthfltl·I 1-f(ifo'J hr w 
Mmyl nd' Online Vehicle Regl tratlon Ren Wi.ll 
• I OllOW th• slnipl• lnatructiona 
• (OU Wiii •l&o n .. d 
• f h ; Vuhl<I > fltlf, t11Jtnh(,f 
• fh•1 lie n , pl 1 n1Jmt>1>r 
• A Vi-:. or M;} .tr,r( ,,rrt 
Ill(.{!/ I/ 
l'\ft•n•.,..nn 
Figure 2. 4: Maryland's Online Vehicle Regi tration R n al \ eb Site 
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This online vehicle registration renewal is only available for those who are 
Maryland residents with tags expire within two months, or have already 
expired. It is easy to complete and not a such complicated proces . It is a 
very user-friendly web site with a simple registration renewal procedure. It 
only required user to enter three inform tion, which is the vehicle title 
number, licence plate number, and a Visa or Ma ter card number. 
Anywhere, there are some limitation of this on line system. This sy tern is 
not available for vehicle registration. It can only use to ren w the vehicle 
registration. The users who changed their addres or have any insurance 
violation are also not allowed to register renewal for their vehicle via thi 
online system. For th se have any changes in in urance, they are required 
to notify MVA by mail. In other word , the u er. arc not allowed t hangc 
or update their personality detail by u ring thi · sy stern. 
In addition, this system i . not uitablc f r the u er who vehicle r i traiion 
is due to expire 5 to 10 businc s day bccau c they may not r ccive the 
renewal card and sticker in time. 
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2.3.4.2 AccesDMV Online Registration Renewal 
( http://accessdmv.ihost.com/homel..html ) 
. " )( 
Step 1 a: Enter Renewal 
Information 
A&idori,., U1;.. M -~,, >> 
• ! 
r ""· 1 LA- I •I j Tl:• 
!I Tlfl 
To TftitriftVr! ynm· VflhirlflJ rf'lrnrrf, plf'ill.t~ ,mSW'f'ir thft fnllnwin& 
two qmnlim1w: 
A. 'F.ntt~r ynnr 'PTN: I 
(from your renewal form) 
.. \' .t' - 
'"" -. .... "••v• . ., u1, ,.., 
"'·',.'"' 
H. l.r your reai.rtrtatluo urivih~uu now tuvoked or 
JU#ueudtd in tmv >Oftt'/ Yu: Nci 
l ....... 
Figure 2. 5: Arrcsl)MV Online I{ gistrHlion Renewal 
J\cccssDMV is an easy way for New Jcr ey re iidcnt to take care or Motor 
Vehicle Services business, almost any time of the day r ni 1ht, from th 
comfort of their homes or offices. 
This registration renewal 1. very u er-friendly with a simple and ea· 
steps process: 
Step I : Enter vehicle information 
Step 2 : Enter owner information 
Step 3 : Enter credit card number and e: pirati n date 
Step 4 : Provide optional feedback 
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' ' 
This online registration renewal system has an attractive and user-friendly 
interface. The process of registration renewal is very easy to complete and 
users are being provided. a very easy way to keep track their registration. 
Compare to Maryland's Online Vehicle Registration Renewal, 
AccessDMV is more flexibility because the user can updated their address 
via this online system. In addition, it is effective immediately when an user 
has completed the registration renewal process. The registration documents 
and Special Interest Licence Plate will be mailed to user within 5 to 7 days. 
This online system also provides a two-way interaction between the 
administrator and the user with an optional feedback from user. Thi ystem 
is also more secure compare to other online system. H uses the industry' 
standard bearer for electronic commerce to encrypt u er's pcrs nal 
information before it ever leaves user's computer. All confidential records 
are kept locked inside an "electronic vault" protected by lBM's mo t 
advanced security technologies. 
I Iowever, this system has its weakness. ame with Maryland' nline 
Vehicle Registration Renewal, this system is only available for vehicle 
re iistration renewal. Users arc not allowed to rcgi. tcr their ehicl by using 
this online system. 
In addition, users are required to have a registration rcncv al r nn bef re 
using this system to renew their vehicle regi tration. 111i' i b cau se th 
PIN number from the bottom right corner or registration renewal f nn i 
needed in Step 1 which required to enter a nin digit Pl 
can be continue to Step 2. For tho e \ ho do n t b.a e renewal re i nration 
.( 
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form, they are not eligible to renew using the Internet and need to go into a 
Motor Vehicle Agency to renew their registration. 
2.3.5 Conclusion 
From the activities of information gathering, a user-friendly and easy to 
understand application needs to be develop. This i becau e mo t of the 
user of this system are students and administration staffs, who were non- 
technical users. 
2.4 COMMAND KNOWLEDGE 
2.4. 1 Internet 
The Internet, sometimes simply called "the Net," i a world wide y lcm of 
computer networks, that is, a net work for network in whi h u er at an 
one computer can, if they have permission, get inf rmation from an th r 
computers. 
The Internet began as a project in 1973 by the Dcfen sc d anced 
Research Agency (DARPA). At that time. D RPA ' anted t initial' H 
research program to investigate techniqu and techn I gie · f r 01111ccti11 • 
packet network of various kind . DARP ultimutely \\1:1111 I to I ·v ·I lp 
.7 
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communication protocols that would allow networked computers to talk 
freely across different platforms and networks. And so, ARPnet was born. 
[l] 
Today, the Internet is a public, co-operation, and self-sustaining facility 
accessible to hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Physically, the 
Internet uses a portion of the total resources of the currently existing public 
telecommunication networks. Technically, what distinguishes the Internet 
is its use of a set of protocols called TCP/IP (Transmission ontrol 
Protocol/Internet Protocol). [2] 
The main advantage of Internet is that nobody really own the Internet, it is 
cheap and the information is mo tly free and can be found all over the 
world. Below are some of the benefits that can rained throu ih Internet: 
a) Sharing data among individual 
b) Can be accessed from many platform such a Window and NIX 
c) ommunicating with other and tran milting file via e-mail 
d) Interactivity and rich content can illustrate certain concept that would 
be difficult to illustrate in other ways 
e) Givinu a easy and cost-effective way for all the users to ·ar h f r 
information that needed 
2.4.2 WWW (World Wide Web) 
One of the newest and most interesting Intern t d clopm ut · ha. b ecu th ' 
World Wide Web (WWW). Its out nanding feature 1 · h l >f1~, I, H 111 ·th( Io 
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instant cross-referencing. [n most Web sites, certain words of phrases 
appear in text of a different colour that the rest; often this text is al o 
underlined. When one of these words or phrases is selected, this will then 
transfer to the site or page that is linked to the e word or phra c . 
Sometimes there are buttons, images, or portions of images that arc 
"clickable". If the pointer of the mouse is moved over a spot on a Web site 
and the pointer changes into a hand, this indicates that the spot can be 
clicked and be transferred to another site. [3] 
The web works under the popular client- ervcr 111 dcl. It is a di tributed ct 
of communication applications and system oftware with two main 
components - the I lTML language used to de cribc web, and the HrrP 
protocol used to transfer I ITML aero the net. Univcr al R ourcc 
Locators (URLs) arc used both by I ITM and I ITTP to name pa ic . 141 
2.4.3 Intranet 
Intranet is a term used lo refer to the implementation f Internet 
technolo iies within a corporate organization rath r th<1n ri r e, tcrnal 
connection lo the global Internet. rs] 
It is a network of networks that is contain d v ithin an nt rpri •. It 11H1 
concise of many interlined local area network L ) and als > us· lens I 
lines in the wide area network (WA ). (2] 
Typically, an Intranet includes connecti n thr ugh 11 • or me re iatev H 
computers lo the outside Intern t. Th main pun se f ;.111 l11t1 111 'l is t l 
- ) 
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share company information and computing resources among employees. 
An Intranet can also be used to facilitate working in groups and for 
teleconferencing. 
An [ntranet uses TCP/LP, Hypertext Transfer Protocol, and other Internet 
protocols. In general, it looks like a private ver ion of the Internet. With 
tunneling, companies can send private message through the public netw rk, 
using the public network with pecial encryption/decryption and other 
security safeguards to connect one part of their Intranet to another. 
Typically, larger enterprise allow users within their Intranet lo acce the 
public Internet through firewall servers that have the ability to creen 
me age in both directions o that company ecuriry i maintained. 13] 
2.5 CLIENT I SERVER ARCHITECTURE 
The client I server architecture can be determined by th number f ti r 
available for processing, and where each layer of funciionalit i placed. It 
described the relationship between two-computer pr mm in which and 
program, the client makes a service request fr m either program, the rver, 
which fulfills the request. Jn a network, the licnt- r rm dcl pr ides a 
convenient way to interconnected program. that arc di tnbuicd •m ·ic11ll 
across different locations. (6] 
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2.5.1 Single Tier (Host ) Systems 
This is the old mainframe and mini-computer model. The mainframe is the 
single tier responsible for aJl the presentation management, processing, and 
data functionality. There was virtually no logic at the desktop - instead, 
there was a dumb terminal. AH that was sent down the wire to the terminal 
was the screen the screen layout information. [7] 
The advantages of Single Tier System: 
• Constant availability of computing resources, combined with reliability and 
security, make the mainframe ideal for mission-critical application . 
• Robust security and the ability to update software in a ingle place - 
eliminating distribution issues. 
The disadvantages of Single Tier System: 
• Mainframe solutions do not use open technologies 
• Long development and maintenance cycles while the mainframe excel at 
capturing and storing large amounts of data 
• The poor user interfaces and single tier procc sing do not allow end-u er 
to make effective use of their time or analyze information ut ide of th 
host environment. l5] l8J 
2.5.2 Two-tier Architecture 
A Two-tier architecture is one in which onl a lieut and a ·r er ure 
involved in the requests and the response that flov tv een them ·1 th' 
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Internet. It is where a client talks directly to a server, with no intervening 
server. It is typically used in small environments(less than 50 users). 
With A Two-tier client I server architecture, the user system interface i 
usually located in tbe user's desktop environment and the database 
management services are usually in a server that is a more powerful 
machine that services many clients. Processing management i split 
between the user system interface environment and the database 
management server environment. The database management server 
provides stored procedures and trigger . 
ornmon error in client/server development is to prototype an application 
in a small, two-tier envir nment, and then scale up by. imply addin 1 more 
u ers to the erver. Thi approach will u ually re ult in an ineffective 
system, as the server becomes overwhelmed. To pr perly scale to hundreds 
or thousands of users, it is usually ncccs ary t m e to a thrc -ticr 
architecture. l5J 16J 19] 
The ttllvuntnges of Two-tier architecture: 
• Ease and flexibility to create application continue to be dri in ' man 
smaller scale business application . 
• The open solutions philosophy that came with clicni/s ·r ·r te hnolog 
promised cross-vendor interoperability betv een pr duct and r duced c t 
in hardware and software. 
• Sharing of network resources such as file , print r f.· ' s and databa · • 
• GUI interfaces that make application· ea ·i r l 11 · 
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• Interoperability with multiple tools, databases and platforms that leads to 
greater flexibility in designing a client/server system 
• Application Development Speed 
• Ability to model data and populate a database on a remote server 
• Robust [5] [6] [9] 
The disadvantages of Two-tier architecture: 
• Implementation of processmg management services usmg vendor 
proprietary database procedures restrict flexibility and choice f DBM 
for application. 
• Limited flexibility in moving ( repartitioning ) program functionality fr m 
one server lo another without manually regenerating procedural c de. 
• Version control and redistribution problem· 
• System security complications 
• licnt tools and middlcwarc arc volatile 15116] 19] 
Client 
Application Processing 
Figure 2. 6 : Two-tier ClientJServer Architecture 
Server 
Data ervi • 
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2.5.3 Three-tier Architecture 
The Three-tier, later to be called multi-user architecture grew out of this 
early experience with "distributed" applications. If someone talks about 
how everything needs to be done one way t cgardless of what it is - that 
someone is almost certainly talking three-tier or n-tier computing. 
This model takes the approach of breaking up all three service levels into 
completely separate Logical models. Clients are responsible for user 
interface issues only. The difference is that the bu ines and data service 
are logically separated from each other. In addition, this approach moves 
the logical model into a distinctly eparate realm from the phy ical m del. 
This mean that they can run n the same server, but do not have to. This 
adds a significant level of tability and scalability incc the workload c<111 
be split onto two (and, depending no how it is done more 0 server . In 
addition, this model has a tendency to be m re extensible, sin e change 
and additions affect smaller pieces of code (instead of one huge build f 
everylhin 1, the affected component can be rebuilt). Pl 
The advantages of Three-tier architecture: 
• Increased scalability, rcusability, and maintainabilit requir db larg r 
mission-critical applications. 
• Allows for the integration of hcterogcneou c mputing en in nmcnts 
including existing legacy systems and clien erver applicati 11 . 
• Separates presentation, processing and data int eparat '. di 't111 ·t · )th arc 
tiers. 
• Middle tier is programmed i11 p 
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• Remote process call for calling technique 
• Overa11 flexibility in resource a]Jocation. 
The disadvantages of Three-tier architecture: 
• More complicated than the two-tier architecture 
• Network infrastructure must provide stable and r liable communication 
while handling the additional traffic created by a distributed applications. 
• Potential failure in an application, including network errors, lost 
connections and server bottleneck . 
• Lack of development tool . 
• More code in more places. 
Cllcnt Server(s) 
13u i111.:s 
Scrvic 
User 
Services 
Figure 2. 7 : Three-tier Client/Server rchitecture 
Data crvices 
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2.6 OPERATING SYSTEM 
2.6.1 Windows NT Server 4.0 
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 is a true multipurpose server operating 
system. It combines the ease-of-use of Windows 95 with the power and 
reliability of Windows NT. It is the most complete platform available for 
building and hosting web-based applications, and the ea iest server 
operating system available. Multiple web sites on a single machine, 
innovative web publishing features, customizable tools and new wizard 
technologies make Windows NT the best platform to publish and share 
information securely over corporate Intranet and the lnternet. I 11 l [1 
Windows NT supports important computing technologies like : 
• Multithreading 
• Platform independence 
• Pervasive security 
• Supports backward compatibility I J 1 J 
2.6.2 UNIX 
UNIX includes the traditional operating sy tern component . In additi n, a 
standard UNIX system includes a set oflibrarie . a t f appli ati n , fil 
and process control. One of the greatest strength of NI is the c n isrcut 
way in with treats files. It is very ea 1 k ' ith file: 
because users don't need to learn sp cial · nunauds f r e new task. ( n 
. ) 
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the other word, UNIX provides a consistent buffer between user and the 
guts of the UNIX system. 
2. 6.3 Comparison between Windows NT and UNIX 
Services Windows NT UNIX 
Access 
control 
two forms of access 
control, obj cl-specific 
permissions and system- 
wide user rights. 
Authentication prov ides a secure 
attention key to stabli h omm r ial UNCX 
communication with the impl rn mtations do not 
operating ystcm, and hav a m hani m to 
only the op rating tabli ha trust d path 
·ysLem with th op rating 
system 
Integrity u · '·A 1,., lo prevent 
access lo the op rating 
y Lem. Jn ddilion, il 
has mechanism lo 
digitally sign operating 
system. 
provides access control 
on obje l permis ions. 
to prev nt ar css to the 
oper Ling 
I m. Thi is the onl 
u r fa ilit 
for int grit 
• 7 
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2.6.4 Others comparison 
• UNIX is hard to install compared to Windows NT 
• To use a UNIX operating system, a lot of command needs to be entered. 
Compared to Windows NT, it provide user-friendly interface that ease the 
job of the user. 
2. 7 WEB SERVER 
Web browsers like Internet xplorer or Netscape Navigator ornrnunicatc 
over a network with Web s rvers, using HTTP. The Intranet will utilize the 
HTTP protocol and all the other T P/I P protocols it ubsume to pr vide 
point-and-click accc 10 a wide variety of mi i n-critical information and 
services. 
2. 7.1 Microsoft Exchange Server 5.5 
Microsoft Exchanue Server is a powerful messaging system that enables 
members of 011e organization to exchange in ormation with 11 er n the 
Internet and other systems. It provide high level f p rformancc and 
advanced security features. It is very easy to manage and it pr ide a 
tools that help the administrator to manage the tern iffici ·1111 . 111 
addition, it enhanced protocol support for the Int met mail er ice Ii c 
Secure Multipurpose lntemet Mail E uen ion 
Layer ( SSL) and also the Simple uthenticati n and e .urit 1 l a er. 
. 8 
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2. 7.2 Internet Information Server 4.0 (/IS) 
Microsoft Internet Information Server ( I IS ) provides a transactional-ba ed 
Web server that is tightly integrated with the NT operating system. I IS 
protects applications and Web sites ag· inst failure from misbehaving 
components or Web applications on the server, by running them in cparatc 
memory spaces, a feature known as process isolation. [I I] 
IlS provides a high-speed, secure platform for publishing information on 
internal networks or Internet. The server is specifically designed t pr vidc 
the kind of performance that is necessary for handling an increased number 
of web users and users who are connected with high- peed link , uch a 
ISDN and leased lines. f 12] 
It rapidly create scalable Web application using built-in di tributcd 
application services that automatically scale to serve thou and. of 
simultaneous users. I IS provide configuration and mana zcmcnt f 
properties such as access permissions and logon requirement for clients, 
home and virtual directories, virtual servers. Thi option will be n icd d in 
the implementatiou or this project. 
2.8 WEB CLIENT I BROWSER 
A web client is a software program that know h v to c ntn ·1 a v cb scr ·r 
( by using the HTTP ) protocol, reque ting a d cument fr 111 tlrnt w •I 
server, and display that document returned b th · 'r 'rt > the ·It 'tit 
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There are many different types of web client, the most popular ones are 
Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer. 
The table below shows the comparing the features and capabilities of 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 and Netscape Communicator 4.5 f r the 
Microsoft Windows 95, Windows 98 and Window NT operating ysrem . 
FEATURES AND 
CAPABILITIES 
Internet 
Explorer 5 
U,\'er Interface 
y 
Netscape 
Communicator 
4.5 
Full screen browser mode 
Ye -Rich view of FTP content 
Friendly HTTP error message 
I ntcrfacc consistency with M 
Office 
Customizable toolbars 
Securi(V 
Permission-based Java security 
Secure Socket Layer ( SS ) 
Private ommunications 
2.2.1.1 
Ye 
Ye 
Ye 
Ye. 
y 
y 
Technology ( PCT ) 
Performance 
0 
c 
No 
No 
No 
Limited 
e 
y 
HTTP 1.1 performance Ye 0 
enhancement 
Dynamic HTTP behaviors 
IO 
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XML 1.0 Yes 2.2. l.2 No 
AWT Java Yes Yes 
Other 
Print preview No Yes 
Integrated Windows Radio Yes No 
Toolbar 
Table 2. 6: Comparison Features and Capabilities Between Microsoft 
Internet Explorer 5 and Netscape Communicator 4. 7 
2.9 WEB DATABASE 
A relational Database Management System ( RDBMS ) is required to keep 
and manage the records. The ability lo integrate a databa c int application 
that can be accessed by users using Web Browser is what makes a database 
a Web Database. In order to choose a reliable databa e, the databa c mu t 
be able to ensure the safety and security of the data. 
2.9.1 Microsoft Access 
One of the easier way of creating a database is by using Mier soft Access. 
This is because it has an easy menu driven interface that let the u er i uc 
commands without an in depth understanding of Acee . At i mo t bu ic 
level, Access can be used to develop simple personal databa e management 
systems. [8] 
Microsoft can interact with data over the World Wide Web and to u ·c the 
application as the front end of databa )L 
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Server. With the new applications in the Microsoft Access, data can be 
dropped into HTML pages that can be shared and manipulated over the 
WWW and making it easy for users to get important information to others. 
2.9.2 Visual Fox Pro 6.0 
Fox Pro has grown from a DOS-based Xbase language to a Visual GU I 
(Graphical User Interface) application development tool in ju ta few short 
years. The Visual FoxPro presents the best implementation of an object- 
oriented, Xbase-cornpatible, database programming language to date. 
The advantages of using Fox Pro arc : 
• Extremely fast data engine 
• Flexible Ian •tiagc to build complex busincs logic using a real databa • 
development tool rather that a general purp e cripting language. 
• bjcct-oricntcd nature enables building an easily reusable framework f r 
proccssi 11 , rcq ucsts 
• Ca11 scaled the applications aero . the network 
The following arc the disadvantages of us ing Fox Pro: 
• rt is single-threaded; requests require multiple Vi ual Fo Pro c ·si 11, to 
process simultaneously 
• rt is essentially from the Web server and require, a eparate maint snance 
scheme. [ 14] 
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2.9.3 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
SQL server is an open source software, means that it is possible for anyone 
to use and modify. rt is a very fast, reliable and easy to use. It was 
originally developed to handle very Jar e database much va ter than 
existing solutions. It is a client/server that consists of rnultithrcaded SQL 
server that supports different back ends, several different client programs 
and libraries, administrative tools and programming interface. 
SQL server is a perfect example of an n-tier system. TI1e user can 
manipulate the data directly from the client side. Most of time, the data is 
validated first before it is updated into the database in server idc. It i, 
tightly integrated with the Microsoft. Back ffice family product to enable 
organization to improve decision-making and streamline the bu inc 
proces . It is the best database for Windows NT ervcr. 
S L server delivers improved performance vcr prcviou ver 1 n thr u ih 
enhancements such as reduced checkpoint serialization, faster orting and 
indexin 1, and improved integration with the T operating y tem. V r ion 
6.5 also offers several new counters to help tune L erver for ma, imum 
performance. l15J ll6j l17J 
2.9.4 Oracle 
Oracle is the leading vendor of database software. It is an pen oluti 11 and 
it supports all kind of platform. racle abilit to ha ' all data aud 
documents stored in a smaJI number or high-p erf nuance database: 
benefits customers b centralizing all their data. mukinu i11I 11n 1ti 11 
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management and access easier, more reliable and les expensive. f n addition, 
Oracle's advanced security features allow for enforced granular privilege', 
advanced auditing, enhanced access control, secure distributed processing 
and replication, and the ability to use additional external auth ntication 
mechanisms. [l 8] 
2.9.5 Comparison Between SQL Server and Oracle 
• SQL Server is more ease-to-use system compared to the raclc databa e. It 
provides more user-friendly graphical tools for installation, configurati n 
and administration 
• SQL Server can nm only on Window but raclc supp rts all king of 
platform. raclc is platform independence 
• Oracle enable customers to lake advantage of multimedia nature of the Web 
• QL Server tightly integrated with other Micro oft Pr duct 
2.10 WEB APPLICATION PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGE ( SERVER SIDE ) 
A web application is like any other application, c cpt it re idc · 11 a web- 
server. To make dynamic web page ser er id language i u d ' h 'r ·b 
it will reside in the server and do not need an pe ial engine at brov · ·r to 
view it. This enables users to acce t th Internet I Intranet. Is thi.· 
i I 
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allows developers to modify the application without having to distribute 
updates to all of the users. [19] 
2.10.1 JSP (Java Server Pages) 
Java Server Pages if a new technology that allows the user to combine 
markup (HTML or XML) with Java code to dynamically generate web 
pages. The JSP specification is implemented by several web servers, and 
plus-ins are availabJe that allow the user the user to use. [20 J 
2.10.2 ASP (Active Server Pages) 
ASP is a Microsoft technol gy, and it works by allowing the fun tionality 
of a pro •ramming Ian magc; programming code can be written 'O that it 
will generate the I ITML for the web dynamically. The power of A P lie in 
two Iacts : first, the I JTML is not created until the u er want to cc the erb 
page, and second, il does not care what web browser is being used. A P is 
the first technology to offer there features, but it is undoubtedly n f the 
most powerful and widely used in indu try and crucially, it i the fa t t. 
1201 
ASP provides the key to leveraging the rapidly evolving tandard a w ill 
as the existing ones including : 
• Internet networking standards 
• Web browsers client standards 
• Windows NT's evolving distribut d · mputing architc .tur • 
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• Open database connectivity standards [19] 
Following are some of the benefit of Active Server Pages : 
• It works with Window NT and IIS to provide a comprehensive set of 
technologies that enable secure exchange of information over public 
networks, access control to server resources and confident identification of 
server and client 
• It supports client/serer programming. Thus, it can be set to build 
client/server application 
• It is suitable for building multi-tier lntemet and Intranet application 
• It is an open, extensible application environment. It support the u of 
virtually any scripting language, and components written in any 
programming language 
• An ASP file is a simple file text, no different that a standard I ITML file. 
Files can be edited with any text editor. l21 I 
2.10.3 CG/ (Common Gateway Interface) 
The omrnon Gateway Interface ( · I) is a mcchani m for er •ating cripts 
on the server, which then be used to create dynamic applications. Now, the 
majority of dynamically-created page on the w b arc r atcd u. ing 
and a scripting language. The CGI provide a c n istcnt wa for data to b · 
passed from the user's requests to the application program and that t the 
user. This means a CGf application is platf rm indepcnd nt. 1--1 
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However, CGI has some shortcomings. The major one is that it adds extra 
level to the browser-server model of interaction: namely, it is necessary to 
run a CGI program to create the dynamic page, before the page is processed 
on the server. Also, the format in which CGI receives and transmits data 
means that this data is not easily manipulated by many programming 
language, so a programming language that has good facilities for 
manipulating text and communicating with other software have to be used. 
[20] 
2.10.4 Comparison Between ASP and CGI 
ASP provides all of the functionality of CGI application in an easier to-use 
and more robust environment. 
ASP is an easier way for server Lo access infonnarion in a form not 
readable by the client (such as an SQL databa e) and then act as a gateway 
between the two to produce information that the client can view and use. 
With GI, the server creates as many processes as the number of client 
requests received. Tho more concurrent reque ts there arc, the more 
concurrent processes created by the server. However, creating a pr ces for 
every requests is time-consuming and requires large amount of server 
RAM. Jn addition, this can restrict the resource a ailablc for haring from 
the server application itself, slowing down perfonnancc, and increasin ) 
wait times on the web. 
47 
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ASP instead runs in the same process as the web server, more handling 
client requests faster and more efficiently. It is much easier to develop 
dynamic content and web application with ASP. 
2.11 WEB APPLICATION PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGE ( CLIENT SIDE ) 
2.11.1 HTML 
Without HTML, the World Wide Web wouldn't exist. I ITML allow the 
individual element on the web to be br ught together and presented a a 
collection. It provides instructions to web brow ers in order to control how 
documents are viewed and how they relate t each other. For all it 
simplicity, l ITML is a very powerful language. 
111 addition, 11'1 ML is a standard recommended by the World Wide Web 
onsortium (W3 ) and adhered to by the major brow crs, Mier oft' 
Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator, which al o pr id ornc 
additional non-standard codes. TI1e current vcr ion of HTML i r ITM .0. 
J lowever, both Internet xplorcr and etscape Na igator impl ment me 
features differently and provide non-standard xtcn i n. l j 
2.11.2 VBScript 
1 ) 
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VBScript is a Jightweight scripting language that provides programming 
functionality based on the Visual Basic programming language. It is 
natively executed on the Internet Explorer browser and can be executed in 
the browser through plug-in technologies. It is the default scripting 
language for thens. 
When use in the Microsoft Internet Explorer, VBScript is directly 
comparable to Microsoft JavaScript (not Java). Like JavaScript, VB cript 
is a pure interpreter that processes source code embedded directly into 
HTML. lts code, like JavaScript too, does produces standalone applets. 
VBScript is a valuable alternative to JavaScript in activating web page for 
those who know Visual Basic. 
VBScript also play an important role in many ways, including validating 
data, pricing, providing impressive multimedia feedback, and i11itiating a 
data storage. The user can use VBScript to sequence the ques tion ba ed on 
respon cs. V BScript can performs calculati ns on data, such a computing 
the cost or an item after taking into account ale tax. Another important 
aspect of this programming model i that is let us use the intrin ic HTM 
from controls and Microsoft's ActiveX controls with VB cript t rive web 
pages an attractive look and feel. 
2.11.3 JavaScript 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language form Net cape. 
lt should not be confused with Java. Ja a cript is int rpr t ·d at a hi ih ·r 
lever, easier to learn than Java, but it lacks me f the portabilit r Ja a 
and the speed ofbyte-code. [-0] 
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The biggest advantage of JavaScript is that it can be written directly within 
an HTML file. However, it also has some limitation where it cannot write a 
file to the web server's hard disk. 
2.12 WEB SECURITY ISSUES 
The most important factor that delays the Internet adoption is concerned 
with the security. Security on the web involves both client and the server. 
However, as services begin to inc1ude higher of personalization and dearly 
justified, the challenge is then to transmit and receive information over the 
Internet while insuring that : 
a) Cm10tlentiaUtv 
Transmitted information is accessible only by authorized parties. 
b) A11tlumticutlm1 
The origin of the message is correctly identified with an assurance that the 
identity is not false. The most common authentication mechani m is a 
password> in which only the authorized users know the key. 
c) l11tegritv 
Transmitted information is capable of modification only by authorized 
parties. 
ti) JYon-ra11dladon 
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Neither the sender can or the receiver can deny the transmitted message. 
This means, uncontestable proof that a document or message wa really 
originally, originated by oneself As for th.is security problem, if requires 
some unforgettable electronic signature that can be used in a court of law. 
e) Firewalls 
A firewall is a gatekeeper compute that sits in between the Internet and the 
network. It protects the provide network by filtering traffic to and from the 
Internet based on the defined policies. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SYSTEM R£Q.V1R£M£NTS AND 
ANAtVSlS 
In this chapter, the system requirements and analysis is done. System analysis and 
design is a systematic approach to identifying problems, opportunities, objectives, 
analyzing the information flows in organizations, and designing computerized 
information systems to solve a problem. The following sections in thi chapter 
discuss the methodology for system development, analysis of the functional and 
non-functional requirements of the system and determined the development to 
reference to the literature review that we done in previous chapter. 
3.1 Methodology 
The development method that I intend to use for YM ystem is 
Wutcrfall Model with Prototyping. It offered a mean f making th· 
development process more visible. /\ system prototype can be develop d t 
give end-users a concrete imprc sion of the sy tern capabilities. 
3.1.1 The Waterfall Model 
The waterfall model is a model for the de elopment f ' omething ' - 
not necessarily an entire system. It ma' be u .ed f r th d • •I pm ·111 or a 
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subsystem, or in the case of evolutionary delivery, of a delivery. But the 
product, whatever it is, only emerges at the end of the process. Thus, when 
an entire system is being developed, the customer and users do not have the 
opportunity to test or use it until it is complete. [25] 
The model of development reflects this 'natural order of events' . The 
horizontal spacing of stages, along an imaginary time axis, suggests that 
one stage should not begin until the previous one is completed. Thus, the 
output of one stage cascades down to be the specification for the next, 
leading to the title by which the model is known : the 'waterfall model' . 
System Requirement and Validation 
Software Requirement and Validation 
Preliminary Design and Validation 
Detail Design and Validation 
Code, Debug, Deployment, and est 
Operation, Maintenance, Re' alidnricn 
Fi~m'C 3, t : The WaterfaJI Model 
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3.1.2 Prototyping Model 
Prototyping means creating a partially developed product that enables 
customers and developers to examine some aspects of the proposed 
system and decide if it is suitable or appropriate for the finished product. 
It is an approach for establishing a systems requirements definition that is 
characterized by high degree of iteration, by a very high degree of user 
participation in the development process and by an extensive use of 
approach. 
It is an easily modifiable and extensible working model of a proposed 
system, not necessarily representative of a complete system, which 
provides later users of the application with a physical representation of 
key parts of system before implementation. [24] 
Prototyping provides a communication basis for discussing among all the groups 
involved in the development process, especially between users and developers. 
It also enables us to adopt an approach to software construction based on 
experiment and experience. 
The major advantages of prototyping are: 
• Able to be created quickly 
• Changing the system early in the development 
• Relatively inexpensive to built compared to conventional system 
• Opportunity to stop development on a system that is not working 
5 \, 
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• Can determine beforehand appropriateness of design application, the 
efficiency of computer algorithms, adaptability of operating system and 
platform in which the system is based 
• Serves as risk reduction technique by determining if all aspects of the 
system are feasible before actual developrr .. nt 
• lncreases the likelihood that the trial product will be satisfying the need 
of the ends users because through interaction the development stages arc 
performed many times 
In addition, a prototype model is not a complete system ince it will be 
build quickly; only some essential functions will be included in the model. 
However, it is important to envision and then build the prototype as part 
of the actual system with which the user will interact. It mu t incorporate 
enough representative functions to allow user to understand that they arc 
interacting with a real sy temf26]. The following figure how the 
diagram of Cl prototyping m dcl. 
odel 
Requirement 
Prototvne 
Prototype Evaluation 
Refine Requirement 
11'igurc J. 2: Prototype Model 
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3.1.3 Why choose g Waterfall Model with Prototyping g ? 
The combination between Prototyping Model and Waterfall Model w111 
give a better solution for the problems that occur on their own. 
The problem of Waterfall Model is it is a development process which is 
not available for testing or trial until the end of project. In addition, it is a 
unidirectional flow of activities through the project. It is inflexible 
partitioning of the project into these distinct stages. Delivered system are 
sometimes unusable, as they do not meet the users' real requirement. It 
does not make provision for assessing risks and taking steps to manage 
them. 
Besides, the planning, costing, and estimating a prototyping project is 
outside the experience of many software project managers. Procedures for 
change and configuration management may be unsuitable for controlling 
the rapid change inherent in prototyping. Manager may exert pre sure on 
prototype evaluation to reach swift conclusions about the prototype. 
The resolve the problems of Waterfall Model and Prototyping Model, the 
Waterfall Model with Prototyping is chosen to development this OYMS 
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Requirement Analysis 
System & Software 
Design 
Modules Coding 
I: 
: I 
I: : I Implementation & Unit 
I: Testing : I 
I: 
: I 
I: 
: I 
I: : I Operation & 
I : Maintenance : I 
Retirement 
System Prototyping 
fl'igur • 3. J : W utcrfall with Protolyr1ing Model 
Figure above shows the 'waterfall model with protoryping ' m del. The 
waterfall with prototyping approach was u cd becau e th 
consists of separate process phases, which cascade from one pha e I 
another, except the system prototyping tage. The tem con si ·ts r 
requirement analysis, modules design, module c ding ·tem prot ping, 
li.!111 
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implementation and unit testing, operation and maintenance, and lastly 
retirement. 
There is a cycle among the stages of module design, system prototyping, 
modules coding, and implementation and unit testing. These four stages are 
keeping looping if the system prototype is to be changed, as it is not as 
ideal as what had been expected. Jn this waterfall model with prototypin ', 
the fundamental development activities are: 
• Requirements analysis 
The system' s services, constraints and goals arc established by 
consultation with system users. This is followed by the requirement 
gathering process, which is intensified and focused specif ally n sy tern. 
To understand the nature of the system be developed, the information 
domain for the system, as well a the required function, perf rmancc and 
intcrlacin r must be first determine. They arc defined in a manner, which i 
understandable by both users and development taff 
• System ""'' software design 
The system design process partitions the requirements to either hardware or 
software systems. It establishes an ovcra11 ystem architecture. olh are 
design involves representations the software system functions i11 a form that 
may be transformed into one or more executable program . During thi 
phase, requirement will be translated into the configuration f the , [lwarc. 
Basically, it is a multi-step process that f .u e n distiu ·t atlri ut s: 
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( i) Database structure 
(ii) Software architecture 
(iii) Functional detail 
(iv) User interface characterization (as shown in below) 
Database 
Structure Architecture Functional 
Fl ur 3. 4: Design Architecture 
• System Codi11g 
This phase transforms algorithms defined during the detailed design stage 
into a computer-understandable language. 
• System Prototyping 
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In this stage, system prototyping allows all or part of the system to be 
constructed quickly to understand or clarify issues. The requirements or 
design require repeated investigation to ensure that the developer, user, and 
customer have a common understanding both of what is needed and what i 
proposed. The initial reactions from users to the prototype were sought 
cleaning up the prototyped system, possible innovations for it, and revision 
plans detailing which parts of the system need to be done first or to 
prototype next were searched too. 
• Implementation anti System Testing 
This phase entails creating the database with DBM (Databa e 
Management System). The individual program units or program are be 
integrated, implemented and tested as a complete sy tern 10 en urc that th 
software requirements have been met. System testing involve verifying 
that the whole system meets its pccification. If the y tern testing wa fail, 
the system prototyping is redefined again or the sy tem and oft ware design 
sta 'C is reprocessed again. 
• Malntenunce 
Normally this is the longest life cycle pha e. The planner ystcm i in tailed 
and put into practical use. Maintenance invol e correcting err r ' hich 
were not discovered in earlier stages of the life c clc, impro i11 • th· 
implementation of system and enhancing the 
requirements are discovered. 
t rn ' er ice a nev 
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3.2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
Under the system requirement, the needs of the proposed browsers for the 
system are defined. A broad outline of the system, the technology to be 
used and the expected cost of the system will be planned. This covers the 
aspects of functional requirements and non-functional requirements of 
this online management system. 
3.2.1 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and 
its environments. Further, functional requirement describes how the 
system should behave given the certain stimuli. f23] 
The functional requirements in this onJine web-based registration system 
can divided into two parts, the user module and the administrator module. 
3.2.1.1 U er Module 
There are two categories of user, Student and Staff Anywhere, the 
functional requirements for thi two categories arc almost same. 
a) Authentication and Authorization 
An authentication and authorization process is ital to en ure that 011ly 
authorized users are allow access to the OVMS ystem. Under this 
section, the authorized user is required to in erts it u ser identity and 
password to access into this online management tern. 
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b) Personal Detail 
Personal information such as name, metrics number, identity card number, 
current address, contact number and e-mail address are required. 
c) Vehicle Registration 
This module enables the students and staffs to register online via 
computer with lnternet within the campus of University of Malaya. For 
register the vehicle, students and staffs are required to complete everal 
fonns that consists the vehicle information such as vehicle registration 
number, colour, insurance policy number .and student' s driving licen e 
number and it validation date. 
d) Status Checking 
In this module, students and staffs can check whether they ar in the 
blacklist because or contravene the traffic act in the carnpu of nivcrsit 
or Malaya. The summons that students are impose will be shown here. 
e) /lelp Section 
This will provide the guidelines about the procedures t re 1i ter a chicl 
and steps have to take after registration. The document requirement 
which need to present to the staff of Pejabat Keselamatan is Ii led here. 
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3.2.1.2 Administrator Module 
The administrator module will only allow administrators to access and 
maintain the database. It has the following functions : 
a) Authentication and Authorization 
The authentication and authorization process is vita] to the system to 
protect its database from the unauthorized users from accessing the 
protected section. Therefore, the section will prompt the users for login 
name and password as a means of providing security. 
h) Information Section 
Administrators can search up the database to view the specific record of' a 
student or staff or University of Malaya. 
c) Datubuse Muintenance 
This module enables staff administration of Pejabat Keselamatan with the 
abilities to modify the student records. Admini trator can add, de! te and 
update the student' s record whenever needed. 
ti) Report Generation 
Analytical and useful reports can be generated whcne er n cdcd thi 
module allows the administrators to print out a hard cop f the 
student' s or staff' s particulars as well a the ehicle rcgi trati n 
number, license number and blacklist f r th e c ntru en in traff · 1 it in 
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the University of Malaya' s campus. A report with selected student, staff, 
number of chassis, or faculty can be generate by this on1ine management 
system. 
e) Help Section 
This is a step-by-step guide for the administrators to understand how to 
administer the online registration system. 
j) Password Change 
This is module enables the administrators to change their password 
frequently so as to protect some users from misusing the access password, 
without permission .. 
3.2.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are essential definitions of the system 
properties and constraints under a system must operate. It describe a 
restriction on the system that limits one choices for constructing a 
solution to the problem. [23] 
11) Security 
The security features prevent unauthorized access into the system. So, the 
system should be equipped with sufficient security. Each acce s by the 
users/administrators should be authenticated and validated by the sy tem. 
TI1e system should not show any potential for information leakage. Th ' 
password should be encrypted. 
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b) Fast Retrieval Information 
Users should be able to retrieve r modify the information or database 
needed within reasonable time. 
c) User-friendliness 
The system is required to have a very user-friendly interface because all 
of the users are students, who are not technical user . This includes u age 
of menu and description captions to guide users in using the system. Jn 
addition, the system should have confirmation message for succe ful 
registration and effective error handling if an error occur , uch as invalid 
pas word and invalid data input. All of this feature · will help user to use 
the system. 
ti) Reli11bilily 
A system is said to have reliability if it does not produce dang rous r 
costly failures when it is used in area onable manner, that i , in maun r 
that a typical user expect is normal. This definition rccogniz s that a 
system may not always be used in the way that the de ign re pcct . 
e) Modularity 
Modularity is a key factor in good program de ign. Th w rkin I r tit' 
system was broken into modules so that di tinct functi n obje ·t could 
be isolated from one another. Thi chara teri uic 111ak • · t ··tin·  and 
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maintenance much easier. In this system, modularity was applied from the 
beginning as this will lead easy modification in future. 
j) Efficiency 
Efficiency in computer technology means a process or procedure that can 
be called or accessed in an unlimited number of times to produce similar 
outcomes as output at a creditable pace or speed. 
g) Maintainability and Expllntlability 
Maintainability may e defined qualitatively as the ease with which 
software can be understood, corrected, adapted, or enhanced. 
Expandability is the degree which architectural, data, or procedural design 
can be extended. This system rs design to be expanded in future. 
3.3 DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 
An analysis was carried out on the development tool to find out the most 
suitable tools, development approach, clicntlserver side language, data 
access method and others which were discussed in the literature review 
and suit the requirements of this online registration system. Below are the 
selected tools to be used in the system development following with the 
reasons why they are be selected. 
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3.3.1 Platform & Web Server 
The platform and web server is chosen for OVMS is Microsoft Windows 
NT Server 4.0 and Intranet Information Server (HS) 4.0. Windows NT 
Server 4.0 is chosen because it is used as main server operating system. 
The main reason is its user-friendliness, stability feature and it provides 
the NT authentication and files system that can be used in system' s data 
repository components. IIS 4.0 is chosen as the web server manly because 
it can be well supported by Windows NT 4.0 operating system. It also 
provides the basic web authentication for the web application. Advantages 
of both IlS and Windows NT Server are: 
• Easy to share documents and information across a company intranet or 
the 1 nternct. 
• Windows NT Server 4.0 integrates naturally into the Web. In Windows 
NT Server 4.0, the web become simply another part of the operating 
system. 
• Windows NT has the built-in file sharing and print sharing capabilities 
and easy access lo enterprise resources. lt provides an integrated 
networkin '· 
• Windows NT has same interface as Windows 95. This mean a ihortcr 
learning curve for new user because the interface i very u er-friendly. 
• IIS is the fastest Web Server for Windows NT, and it i c mplctcly 
integrated with Windows NT Directory ervice . 
• IJS' s Active Server Pages offer and advanced, open, compile-Ire 
a1)pliclltio'l1 e'nvir-ornnent in which users can combine I IT IL. ·crip!s am:I 
reusable ActiveX server component to create dynamic and p iwerful 
web-based business solutions. 
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• IIS provides reliable application services. Ct has built-in capabilities to 
help administer secure web sites, and to develop and deploy server- 
intensive web application. 
3.3.2 Client/Server Architecture 
A 3-tier client/server architecture is chosen to implement this system. A 
single host system is not feasible as this web-based system is in a 
client/server environment whereas a 2-tier architecture needs the software 
to be installed on multiple clients. The following are the advantages of 3- 
tier architecture : 
• Some upgrades can be done entirely al the erver level 
• Allows for component-based environment, which can increa c reusability. 
• Two medium servers are often cheaper than one large server. The 
separation of business and data services makes two server an option. 
• Separates presentation, processing, and data into eparate, di tinct 
soflware tiers. 
• verall flexibility in resource allocation 
3.3.3 Database Server 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 is chosen as a sy tcm databa plat form 
because its ability to expand and its security functions. In additi n, it i 
stable and work well with other Microsoft compon ent . 
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Visual Fox Pro was not chosen because it is not practical to use it for a 
web-based system as it is a single-threaded database. Furthermore, it is a 
complex database which needs much maintenance. Microsoft Access was 
not chosen because it is only capable to hold small databases as it bas an 
upper bound. 
Bellows are the advantages of Microsoft SQL Server 7.0: 
• It can handle large amount of data and concurrent users compared to 
Microsoft Access. 
• It is able to reduce the amount of time required to administer SQL Server. 
It has many wizards to assist the administrator in this work. 
• Security Enhancements SQL Server 7 .0 has a security model that is more 
tightly integrated with Windows NT. So, it is the best solution to be used 
with Windows NT Server. 
• Through tight integration with 1JS, SQL Server can be queried and 
updated via popular web browsers. 
3.3.4 Web Application Programming Technique (Server 
Side) 
The web programming technique chosen is Active Server Pages (ASP). 
CGI is not chosen due to its web pages, which are non-dynamic, thu 
continuous changes cannot be made quickly. It is not inherently 
multithreaded, which limits the number of concurrent users. GI uses a 
greater amount of server resources degrading performance of server and 
sites. In addition, ASP offer the same functionality a a GI pr ram but 
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are much more efficient because of increasing speed and native ODBC 
functionality. 
The following are the advantages of ASP: 
• ASP provides an open development environment 
• ASP language is faster than other conventional Web page design methods. 
• ASP allows for multiple browsers, foes not restrict a user to any one 
particular browser type. It was supports any browsers. 
• It is inherently multi-threaded allowing a greater number of concurrent 
users. 
• ASP web design is dynamic, continuous changes can be made quickly 
and effortlessly. 
3.3.5 Web Scripting Language 
VB Script is chosen because it makes the web page dynamic and it is the 
default scripting Ian •uagc for ASP. It run on client computer, thus 
reducing the need for server attention. 
VB Script acts as both a client-side and server-side programming 
language, A client programming language is a Ian guagc that an be 
interpreted and executed by a browser. On the other hand, a erver- side 
programming language is a language that exccut 'S on the er er that 
serves a Web site' s files. 
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In addition, VB Script is a pure interpreter that process source code 
embedded directing in the HTML. It is also much easier to pick up the 
scripting language compare to JavaScript, as most of us have already 
known Visual Basic. It is easier to implement as wel1 as does not require 
any additional software besides Windows NT Server 4.0 and IIS 4.0. 
However, JavaScript will be used if some functions could not e supported 
with VB Script. 
3.3. 6 Development Tools 
After ana1yzing the software for this project, Visual lnterDev 6 was 
chosen as the development tool. The advantages of Visual lnterDev 6 are: 
• Provides easy integration to the database with its Database Wizard to 
guide the user to develop the connection. This make it ea y to create 
sophisticated datebase-driven web application. 
• It also has strong links with Microsoft SQL Server. 
• The Visual fnterDev development environment integrates all the tools 
developers need to create, publish, and manage web application that can 
be access by any web browser running on any platform. 
• In addition, managing the web site is easy as it has a set of tools to view 
and maintain the site. 
• Using Visual lnterDev provides an easy-to-use, rapid development for 
building ASP. As ASP is chosen, it will highlight the tag in yellow 
colour while the ASP script is highlighted using blue fro legal keywords, 
so they stand out from HTML. 
• Visual InterDev supports both server side and client ide code. 
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3.3. 7 Run-time Requirement 
3.3. 7 .1 Server Hardware Requirements 
• Server with Pentium II Processor 
• At least 32 MB RAM of memory 
• Network Interface Card (NIC) and network connection 
• Other standard computer peripherals 
3.3.7.2 Server Software Requirements 
Description Software 
Operating Sy tern Windows NT crver 4.0 
Web Server Internet Information Server (!IS) 4.0 
Database Microsoft QL Server 7.0 
Browser Internet Explorer 4.0 
Server Scripting Language Active Server Pages (ASP) 
r., - 
'I'able J. I : Server Sortware Requirements 
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CHAPTER FOUR : SYSTEM D£S1GN 
Design is a creative process and need for Vehforming the problem into a solution 
and the description of the solution [23]. Requirements that are found in analysis 
stage are one actually Vehlated into design specification. This chapter describe in 
detail of how this system will meet the requirements identified during system 
analysis. This design focuses on the system data flow design and structure design. 
4.1 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a graphical model of the flow, use and 
Vehforming of data through a set of process. 
Symbol Description 
. . Entity. It is used to depict an external entity 
I•, Entity that can send or receive data form the 
system. 
~ 
Process. It is used to Vehfonn or 
manipulates data within the system and to 
show the occurrence of a Vehfonning 
process. 
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Data Store. It is used to represent a data 
I I Date Store store. 
Flow of Data. Data flow is a direct line, 
... which represent information flow between 
two objects. 
Table 4. 1: Symbols of Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
The Online Vehicle Management System design is based on the data flow 
oriented design. In the DFD, functional Vehfonnation process their inputs 
and produce output. As data flow from one numbered process to another, it 
is transformed as it moves. The Data FJow Diagram for OVMS is divided 
into three modules, which is the General Module, Administrator Module 
and User Module. The following figures illustrate the DFD for OVMS 
project. 
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4.1.1 OVMS System Data Flow Diagram (Overall ) 
/ ...., 
Administrator 3 
..., Req· e:>1 - Login ID & / ... Administrator 
password 2 Module 
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Users - logon ID . 
and / .... 
password User 4 
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/ ~ 
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Login ID & 
General password 
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Flaure 4. 1 : OVMS System DFD(Overall) 
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4.1.1.1 General Module Data Flow Diagram 
r ' 
University Mall '!I 
1.1 
Homepage Request ~ UM ... Homepage 
\. .) 
Pejabat Keselamatan r ' l.2 
Homepage Request ~ ... Pefabat 
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General i• 
,._ Module r ' Pejabat Keselamatan'» 1.3 
Announcement 
Request Pejabat ~ Keselama- ... 
tan's 
Announce ... 
mcnt 
\._ J 
r ' 
Rcgistrntion 1.4 
Instruct ion H eque t ~ Rcgistra- ... tion 
Instruction 
J 
Figure 4. 2 : General Module DFD ( First Level ) 
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4.1.2 OVMS System Data Flow Diagram (Validating Process) 
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Figure 4. J : OVMS System DFD(Validation Process) 
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4.1.3 Administrator Module Data Flow Diagram 
4.1.3.1 First Level 
Administrator 
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Staff 
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Fii:m·e 4. 4 : Administrator Module DFD (Fh'St Le" I) 
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4.1.3.2 Second Level 
a. Registration For Administrator 
.... 
Add 3.1.I 
Administrator New Administrator 
Record Request Add New 
Record .. 
Adminis- 
trator 
\.. 
Edit 
Administrator 
Record Reques 3.1.2 
Administrator ,, 
Record 
Administrator - - ..... 02f ... .... ""'I Administrator Edit 
Record A .. 
"- ) 
Delete 
Administrator 3. 1.3 Administrator 
Record Reques Record 
. - .. Delete ~ 
Record 
\... 
Flgure 4. 5 : DF'D ( Registration for Administrator - Second Level ) 
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b. Registration for Staff 
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Record losl " ) Staff . ~ . ~ 
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Search 
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Figure 4.6 : DFD ( Registration for Staff - Second Level ) 
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c. Registration for Student 
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Figure 4. 7 : DFD ( Registration for Student - Second Level ) 
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d. Summon Record 
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Figure 4. 8 : DFD (Summon Record - Second Level ) 
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e. Report Generation 
Administrator 
Report 
Request Select 
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r D, Staff 
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Figm·e 4. 9 : DFD ( Report Generation - Second Level ) 
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4.1.4 User Module Data Flow Diagram (First Level) 
Registration 
Request 
Personal 
Detail 
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User 
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Request 
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Fieure 4. 10 : User Module Data Flow Diagram ( First Level ) 
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4.2 SYSTEM STRUCTURING 
Tue system is structured into a number of principal sub-systems where a 
sub-system is an independent unit. Communications between sub-system 
are identified. 
Tue system structure is based on the functionality modules. It is divided 
into three major component, General Module, User module and 
Administrator Module. The detail of each section are represented in the 
structure charts below. 
Administrator 
Module 
U er 
Module 
I 
OVMS 
I 
General 
Module 
User ID& 
User 
Password 
r 
Figure 4. 11: Structure Chart ofOVMS 
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1. 
University 
Malaya 
Homepage 
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,, 11r '. n 
Link to Link to View View 
University Pejabat Content Content 
Malaya Keselamatan 
Homepage Homepage 
'I' •Ir 
Registration 
Instruction 
Pejabat 
Keselamatan 
Homepage 
1. 
Pejabat 
Keselamatan 
Announcement 
Figure 4. J 2 : Structure Chart for OVMS - General Module 
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Administrator 
Module 
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Staff 
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Student 
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Figure 4. 13 : Structure Chart for OVMS - Administrator Module 
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Figure 4. l4 : Structure Chart for OVMS - User module 
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4.3 DATABASE DESIGN 
4.3.1 Data Dictionary 
The data dictionary is a reference work of data about data compiled by 
system analysts to guide them through analysis and design. [26] 
OVMS, a web-based students' summons and vehicle registration uses the 
relevant model in its corresponding database implementation. The 
database is constructed using Microsoft SQL Server 7 .0 which is defined 
in the previous chapter. The database structure in SSPK is listed in the 
following sections. 
4.3.1.1 Login Table 
The login ID and the password are stored in this relation and the primary 
key is LoginlD. 
lfield Name Data Type Size Description 
Log:inID Char 12 Identification number for 
each valid user 
Password Varchar 10 Password 
Table 4. 2 : Login Table 
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4.3.1.2 Administrator Table 
The Administrator Table stored the information of the administrators. The 
primary key is AdminID 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
AdminID Char 12 Administrator's user ID 
AdminName Char 40 Administrator's name 
AdminNewIC Varchar 14 Administrator's new 
identity card number 
AdminPassword Varchar 10 Administrator's password 
Table 4. 3 : Administrator Table 
4.3.1.3 Student Table 
The Student Table is used to stored the information about each student 
persona] profile. The primary key is StudMatricNo. 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
StudMatricNo Varchar 10 Student's matric number 
StudPassword Varchar 10 Student's password 
StudName Char 40 Student's name 
StudNewIC Varcbar 14 Student's new identity card 
number 
StuclAdd Text 100 Student's current address 
StudFac Char 30 Student's faculty 
StudEmail Text 20 Student s email address 
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StudTel Text 12 Student's current telephone 
number 
StudSex Char 4 Student's sex (Male/Female) 
'M' -Male 
'F' -Female 
LicenceNo Varchar 10 Student's licence number 
VehRegNo Varchar 8 Vehicle's registration 
number 
Table 4. 4 : Student Table 
4.3.1.4 Licence Table 
This table stored the information of the student's driving licence. The 
primary key is LicenceNo. 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Licence No Varchar 10 Licence number 
----- Class of driving licence lass Char 3 
'A' - kenderaan orang 
cacat 
'B' - motosikal melebihi 
500 sp 
'Bl'- motosikal tidak 
melebihi 500 sp 
'82' - motosikal tidak 
melebihi 250 p 
' -m to ikal ti 1a roda - 
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'D' - motokarBTM tidak 
melebihi 3000 kg 
ValidDateDD integer 2 Licence's valid date (day) 
ValidDateMM Integer 2 Licence's valid date (month) 
V alidDate YYYY Integer 4 Licence's valid date (year) 
Table 4. 5 : Licence Table 
4.3.1.5 Vehlnfo Table 
Vehlnfo Table stores the information on the information about the vehicle 
which register by a student. The primary key is VehRegNo. 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
VehRegNo Varchar 8 Vehicle's registration 
number 
VehType Varchar 12 Vehicle's type 
VehColour Char JO Vehicle's colour 
VehCbassisNo Varchar 20 Vehicle's chassis number 
VeblnsNo Varchar 20 Number of insurance 
policy for vehicle 
VehlnsCornp Varcbar 30 Vehicle's insurance 
company 
InsDateFromDD Integer 2 Vehicle's insurance valid 
date (day) started 
InsDateFromMM Integer 2 Vehicle's insurance valid 
date (month) started 
lnsDateFrom YYYY Integer 4 Vehicle's in· urance valid 
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date (year) started 
InsDateExpiredDD Integer 2 Vehicle's insurance valid 
date (day) expired 
InsDateExpiredMM Integer 2 Vehicle's insurance valid 
date (month) expired 
InsDateExpiredYYYY Integer 4 Vehicle's insurance valid 
date (year) expired 
VehOwnership Char 4 Vehicle's ownership 
'Y' - Yes 
'N'-No 
Table 4. 6: Vehlnfo Table 
4.3.1.6 VehOwner Table 
This table stores the information of the vehicle's owner if the vehicle is 
not own by student. The primary key is VebRegNo. 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
- VehRegNo Varchar 8 Vehicle's registration 
number 
OwnerName Char 40 Vehicle owner's name 
Relationship Text JO Relationship between 
vehicle owner's and student 
Owner Add Text 100 Vehicle owner's address 
Table 4. 7 : VehOwner Table 
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4.3.1. 7 Summon Table 
The Summon Table stores the information about the students who are 
summon by Pejabat Keselamatan. The primary key are SummonRefNo. 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
SummonRetNo Varchar 5 The reference number of 
summon 
StudID Char 12 Student's ID 
VehRegNo Varchar 8 Vehicle's registration 
number 
LicenceNo Varchar 10 Student's licence number 
SummonDateDD Integer 2 Summon's date (day) 
SummonDateMM Integer 2 Summon's date (month) 
SummonDate YYYY Integer 4 Summon's date (year) 
Summon Time Varchar 5 Summon's time 
SwnmonPlace Varcbar 20 The place where the 
summon is discharge 
Offence Type Varchar 4 The type of offence for 
summon under the traffic 
law 
Table 4. 8 : Summon Table 
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4.3.1.8 Staff Table 
The Staff Table is used to stored the information about each UM staff 
personal profile. The primary key is StaffName. 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
StaffName Char 40 Staff's name 
StaftPassword Varchar 10 Staff's password 
StaffNewIC Varchar 14 Staff's new identity card 
number 
StaffAdd Text 100 Staff's current address 
StafIDept Char 30 Staff's department 
StaffEmail Text 20 Staff's email address 
StaffTel Text 12 Staff's current telephone 
number 
StaffSex Char 4 Staff's sex (Male/Female) 
'M' -Male 
'F' -Female 
LicenceNo Varchar IO Staff's licence number 
VebRegNo Varchar 8 Vehicle's registration 
number 
Table 4. 9: Staff Table Un
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4.3.2 Entity Relationship 
Entity relationship (E-R) diagram are used to help model the database. It 
help identifying the major entities in a database and the relationship 
among them. The following is the notation ofE-R diagram. 
Symbol Name Description 
D 
Entity Any object or event about 
<> Relationship Relationships are association between entities 
Table 4. 10: Notation ofE-R Diagram 
Relationship in this project: 
a) User Login Account 
• 1 : 1 
• A user is assigned to a login account 
• A login account is assigned to a user 
b) Administrator - Login Account 
• 1 : 1 
• A student is assigned to a login account 
• A login account is assigned to a student 
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c) User - Registration 
• M: 1 
• A user can only register once for his/her vehicle 
• A registration can have many users registered 
d) Registration - Vehicle 
• 1 : 1 
• A registration can only done for a vehicle 
• A vehicle can only registered once time 
e) User - Summon 
• 1: N 
• A user can be summon many time 
• A summon only discharge for a user 
f) Administrator - Registration 
• 1: N 
• An administrator can handle many registration 
• A registration can only handle by an administrator 
The diagrammatic representation ofOVMS database relationship is 
illustrated in the Entity-Relationship (E-R) diagram below. 
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Vehicle 
Login 
Account 
Administrator 
User Registration 
Summon 
'Figure 4. 15: E-R Din&rnm for OVMS 
4.4 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
The quality of system input determines the quality of system output. So, the 
user interface design is not an easy task. An interface should address 
several key elements. 
• Metaphor.~ 
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The :fundamental terms, images, and concepts that can be recognized and 
learned. 
• A mental model 
The organization and presentation of data, fun tions, tasks and roles. 
• The navigation rules for the models 
How to move among data, functions, activities and roles. 
4.4.1 Web Page Design for OVMS 
The first screen for the user interface is the login page where users are 
required to enter their login 10 and password. The password is encrypted 
for the purpose of security. The registration form is under the user module. 
Students can register their vehicle with enter their personal detail and 
vehicle information. 
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CHAPTER FIVE : 
SYSTEM 1Ml'l£M£NTAT10N 
System implementation is a process that converts the system requirements and 
design into program codes. It involves the translation of the software 
representation produced by the design phase into a computer-readable form. Nearly 
all the design phases that have been presented to this point are directed towards a 
final objective: to translate representation of software into a form that can be 
"understood" by the computer. I have (finally) reached the coding step - a process 
that transforms design into a programming language. The primary goal of this 
phase is the production of a simple, clear source code with internal documentation 
that will ease the processes of verification, debugging, testing, modification and 
further enhancement. Besides that, this phase also going to discuss about the 
coding methods used during the development of OVMS system. 
5.1 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a 
system. It is crucial for the rapid development of OVMS system. Using the 
suitable hardware and software will speed up the system and it 
performance. The hardware and software tools used to develop the entire 
system are as follow: 
5.1.1 Hardware Requirements 
• 166 MHz Pentium Processor 
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• 64MBSDRAM 
• 10 GD Hard Disk 
• 1.44 Floppy Disk 
• 14" Monitor 
• Other standard desktop PC components 
5.1.2 Software Tools Requirements 
5.1.2.1 Software Tools for System Development and Design 
The software tools used for system development are vital to successful 
implementation of this system. The table below lists all the software used to 
develop OVMS system. 
Software Module description 
Microsoft Windows NT System Requirements Operating System 
Microsoft SQL Server System Requirements Database Server 
Microsoft Visual System Development Web page Coding 
lnterDev 6. 0 
Microsoft FrontPage System Development Interface Desi"&Yfl - 
2000 
Internet Explorer 5.0 System Development Web page browsing 
Table 5. 1 : Software Tools for Development 
5.1.2.2 Software Tools for Report Writing 
Microsoft Word 2000 is used to write the report because of it wide 
availability and user friendliness. 
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5.2 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
Program development is the process of creating the programs needed to 
satisfy an information system's processing requirements. Program 
development consists of the following 5 steps: review the program 
documentation, design the program, code the program, test the program and 
completion the program documentation. (Figure 5 .1) 
Review the program 
documentation - 
- 
- 
. , 
Design the program 
Code the program 
. ' 
Test the program 
ompletion the program 
documentation 
Fluure ~. I : The five steps of Program Development 
5.2.1 Review the Program Documentation 
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The first step in the program development is to review the program 
documentation that was prepared during the previous phases. The program 
documentation of catalogue ordering system consists of simple process 
descriptions, report layouts, data dictionary entries and the source 
documents. This documentation helps me to understand better the work that 
needs to be covered during this coding phase. 
5.2.2 Design the program 
After the program documentation review, I need to design the program, 
which is the second level of program design during the system 
development. For this second level of program design, I have exactly 
decided how the program can accomplish what it must do by developing a 
logical solution to the programming problems. The logical solution, or 
logic, for a program is a step-by-step solution to a programming problems. 
5.2.3 Code the program 
Coding the program is the process of writing the program instructions that 
implement the program design. Design specification must be translated into 
a machine-readable format. The coding step performs this task. If design is 
performed in a detailed manner, coding can be accomplished mechanically. 
5.2.4 Test the program 
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During the testing program level, I must thoroughly test a program to 
ensure it functions correctly before the program processes actual data and 
produces information on which people will rely. I will perform several 
types of test on an individual program. (will be further discusses in details 
in section below). 
5.2.5 Document the program 
Accurate and complete program documentation is essential for the 
successful operations and maintenance of the information system. This 
documentation includes the system user manual that may needed by most 
of the customers as well as the system administrator's. 
5.3 PROGRAM CODING 
According to R.S.Pressman(J992), coding is a process that translate a detail 
design representation of software into a programming language realization. 
5.3.1 Methodology 
OYMS is developed using a modular approach where each module is 
developed separately and are later integrated into a fully functional sy tern. 
For each module, it is further refined into functions and procedures. By 
using a modular approach, future modification and enhancement are made 
easily. 
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5.3.2 Coding Principles 
The following principles were applied during the implementation ofOVMS: 
• Coding Conventions 
Coding conventions such as program labeling, naming conventions, 
comments and indentation should be adhered to. It provides easy 
identification for the programmer. 
• Readability 
Codes should be easy to understand. Adherence to coding conventions 
such as naming conventions and indentation contribute to program 
readability. 
• Maintainability 
Codes should be easily revised or corrected. To facilitate maintenance, 
code should be readable, modular and as general as possible. 
• Robustness 
The codes should be able to handle cases of user error by responding 
appropriately. 
• Internal Documentation 
Internal comments provide a clear guide during the maintenance phase 
of the system. Comments provide the developer with a means of 
communicating with other readers of the source code. Statements of 
purpose indicating the function of the module and a descriptive 
comment that is embedded within the body of the source c de i needed 
to describe processing functions. 
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5.3.3 Web Page Development 
Being a fully web-based online registration system, OVMS makes use of 
the Internet browser. It has been coded by using the Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML). 
As for server scripting, ASP technology and VBScript are used. ASP eases 
database retrieval and manipulation. The web server process ASP files 
before being presented to the browser. The user will not be able to view the 
code written in ASP codes. This is because all ASP codes will be 
interpreted into HTML codes, by the web server whenever user requests 
the ASP files. 
In addition, Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 is used to develop the web pages 
and debugging the errors. It provides rapid development environment for 
building ASP, extensive database tools for connecting a web site to any 
database via Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) and a multitude f 
wizards to create simple database driven web application. 
5.3.4 Database connectivity 
In order to connect the user section to the database, Open Database 
onnectivity (ODBC) was created in the server by pecifying the Data 
Source Name (DSN). However, the administration section used ActiveX 
Data Objects (ADO) to connect to the database. ADO pr vide the mean 
by which program code accesses a database. ADO connects to a database 
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through an OLE DB provider. OLE DB is Microsoft's new lower-leve] 
database interface that provides access to many different kinds of data. The 
OLE DB provider exposes these database to ADO, which in tum allow 
connection to data using Data Controls or Object interface. OLEDB was 
used as it can access to other files such as word document, spreadsheet, 
mail and so on besides database files. This· makes the application more 
flexible. 
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CHAPTER SIX : SYSTEM T£STlNG 
Testing is the process of exercising of evaluating a system by manual or automatic 
means to verify that it satisfied requirements or to identify differences expected 
and actual results. By the other words, testing is a verification and validation 
process. 
Verification refers to the set of activities that ensure that the software correctly 
implements a specific function. On the other hand, validation refers to a different 
set of activities that ensuring the software has been built traceable to user 
requirements. Software testing is a critical element of software quality assurance 
and represents the ultimate review of requirements specification, design and 
coding. 
Rules that can serve well as testing objectives are: 
Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding au 
error. 
• A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding an 
• 
undiscovered error. 
• A successful test is one that uncovers an as yet undiscovered error. 
According to .Kaner, J.Falk, HQ.Nguyen (1993) a good test must including the 
following features: 
• A good test has a high probability of finding an error 
• A good test is not redundant 
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• A good test should be "best of breed" 
Thus, testing is only successful when a fault is discovered or failure occurs as a 
results of testing procedures. 
The system has undergone 3 stages of testing. They are unit testing, integrating 
testing and system testing as shown in the Figure 6.1 below. 
In Figure 6.1 the arrows from the top of the boxes indicate the normal sequence of 
testing. The arrows returning to the previous box indicate that previous testing 
stages may have to be repeated because of some problems. The stages in the 
testing process are: 
Unit Testing 
... 
'r 
Integration Testing 
... 
', 
System Testing 
Figure 6. J : Testing Stages 
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6.1 UNIT TESTING 
Historically, quality software is relied on testing each function or module. 
This practice called unit testing, which is extremely time-consuming. Unit 
testing verify that the component functions properly with the types of input 
expected from studying the component's design. 
For OVMS, unit testing was done during the coding phase. The first step is 
to examine the program code by reading through it, trying to spot 
algorithm, data and syntax faults. This is folJowed by comparing the code 
with specifications and with the design to make sure that all relevant cases 
have been considered. Finally, test cases are developed to show that the 
input is properly converted to the desired output. 
In the development of OVMS, unit testing is done concurrently with the 
prototyping phase. All the sub modules and sub functions of OVMS are 
tested to ensure that it is error free. 
6.2 INTEGRATION TESTING 
Testing a specific feature together with other newly developed features is 
known as integrating testing. It is a systematic technique for constructing 
the program structure while conducting tests to uncover errors associated 
with interfacing. The objectives is to take unit tested modules and build a 
program structure that has been dictated by design. This testing will en ure 
that the interfaces such as the module calling sequence in OVM are 
arranged correctly. 
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In OVMS, an incremental integration strategy, the bottom-up integration 
and regression testing approach are used. In other words, when the 
individual components are working correctly and meet the objectives, these 
components are combined into a working system. Testing the interface of 2 
components explores how components interact with each other. 
The incremental integration is the antithesis of the high bang approach. 
OVMS's program is constructed and tested in small segments, where errors 
are easier to isolate and correct; interfaces are more likely to be tested 
completely. Error will be corrected before processing to the next 
integration. 
6.3 SYSTEM TESTING 
The last testing procedure done is system testing. Testing the system is 
different from unit testing and integration testing. Its objective is to ensure 
that the system does what the users want it to do. 
System testing is designed to reveal bugs that cannot be attributed to 
individual component, or to the interaction among components and other 
objects, System tests study all the concerns issue and behaviors that can 
only be exposed by testing the entire integrated system or major part of it. 
The OVMS is tested whether it meets the specific performance tc ting. 
Data integrity testing is used to verify that the data is stored in a maimer 
where it is not compromised under updating, restoration or retrieval 
processing in OVMS. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 
SYST£M £VALVAT10'N & CO'NCLVS10'N 
As this project has to be done within a limited time, a lot of technical issues needed 
to be resolved and also a lot of problems had been encounter during the 
development of this system. Solutions have been sought during the time of 
developing and testing, via research and studies such as the system available in the 
Internet and samples codes from the reference books. Trial and error technique is 
using during coding phase in order to solve the problems. As a result, by 
encountering with these problems has been proven to be valuable learning 
experience. 
7.1 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS DURING 
SYSTEM STUDIES AND ANALYSIS 
7.1.1 Determining Project Scope 
Due to the time frame given, it was impossible to incorporate too many 
features into the system. So, building a full-fledged system is merely 
impossible within the given time frame. Inexperience with the current 
technologies and particular scripting language is another hindrance to 
implement true workable registration procedure. 
A number of discussion were held with project supervisor to outline the 
scope of the project to be develop during the initial tage of the pr ~ect. 
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7.1.2 Difficulties in Choosing a Programming Language 
There are some well-known software tools available in the market that can 
be use to develop an web application as stated in the previous chapter. 
Choosing a suitable tool was a critical process as all tools have their 
strengths and weaknesses. In addition, the availability of the required tool 
for the development was also a major consideration. 
So, seeking advises and views from project supervisor and also some of the 
course mates whom engaging in similar project are carried out. After much 
references, studies and surveys, ASP and VBScript are chosen prior to the 
short time span available to develop this web-based online vehicle 
management system. Therefore, all of the chosen languages are the most 
suitable programming languages as it incurs shorts learning curves. 
7.1.3 Inexperience in Developing Web-based Programming 
Since there was no prior knowledge of programming in ASP and VB cript, 
there was an uncertainty on how to organize the structure and codes during 
the coding process. This new programming language was never taught 
before and to implement such application requires a fair grasp of the 
language. As there is no prior knowledge in progranuning in a web-based 
environment, a lot of studies need to be done in short time span. Besides, 
programming concepts for web application is quite different from the 
traditional way of programming. 
Most of the problems faced were manageable through surfing the Internet 
for related materials (source code) and referring to the reference books. 
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When a problem cannot be solved by this two ways, discussions with 
project supervisor or course mates are done. Trial and error technique is 
using during the coding phase. 
7 .2 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
All the system strengths are listed are below: 
7.2.1 Custom Password Validation 
OVMS is a password-protection site. Creating a custom password- 
authentication system prevents unauthorized users from accessing pages 
that they don't have permission to view. By giving the authorized user ID 
and password, unauthorized user are prohibited from accessing its records 
stored in the database. This is to make sure the system is always in a secure 
phase. 
7.2.2 User-friendly Interface 
111is system is designed to be as simple as possible and user-friendly from 
the very first beginning. An authorized user is able to access all the 
functions in the system. Graphic User Interface (GUI) components such as 
command buttons, combo box and navigation button arc u cd to minimize 
the user actions while performing certain task. User should be able to 
navigate through the web pages by simply pointing and clicking t the 
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relevant page. The learning curve is foreseen to be short and a user should 
be able to use the system within minutes. 
7.2.3 Report Printing 
This function has been built into OVMS that enables the administrators to 
view or to point the relevant reports. 
7.2.4 Database Maintenance 
Administrators are able to do housekeeping for database maintenance. They 
can add, delete or update the records of student, staff or administrators. 
This enable them always keep track the record in the database. 
7.2.5 Relatively Fast Response Time 
Each web page is designed to be lightweight. These pages load in a 
reasonable amount of time to ensure users need not wait too long to view 
the pages. OVMS is designed in such a manner that they are loaded from 
memory in a reasonable amount of time. Graphics are k pt in minimum 
wherever possible during the interfaces design stage. 
7.2.6 System Transparency 
This is refers to the condition where the users do not need to know where 
the database resides, how is the system's tructure, its database 
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management system and anything related to the building of the system. 
This is to ensure not to confuse users especially students in retrieving 
information. 
7.2. 7 Reliable System With Effective Error Recovery 
OVMS is a reliable system as it caters for almost all possible errors 
encountered. Input by user is validated and verified. For example, a login 
failure will be handled by the system by displaying message on the screen 
to inform the user about the error. At the same time, the system would 
recover form the error and continues to be used. 
7.2.8 Record Searching and Data Manipulation 
OVMS allows administrators to search records either for student staff ' ' 
administrator, vehicle or summon by insert any appropriate identifier. For 
example, a student record can be search by bis/her marries number identity 
card number, vehicle number or chassis nwnber for his/her vehicle. 
7.3 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 
7.3.1 Informal Report Format 
Even though the report is provided, but it is not in a formal format in rder 
to act as a valid registration slip. It can only be u ed as a refer nee for 
administrators but not for a verification purpose. 
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7.3.2 Backup and Restore Function 
The backup and restore function was not considered earlier due to initial 
functional requirements. This function is very important if an accident 
occurred causing damage to the system and database. So, the contingency 
planning is needed because the disaster will cause loses to the organization. 
7.3.3 Online Help File 
Online help file is very important in any applications and once it 
implements in OVMS, it is definitely a good strategy. Due to time 
constraints, OVMS does not include the online help file. 
7.4 EXPERIENCES GAINED 
Through the process of developing of OVMS, a lot of useful experiences have 
been gained. Below describes some of the experiences : 
a) Gain experiences in developing a web-based application 
b) Able to learn the ASP and VBScript scripting language, which required to 
develop a web-based application. 
c) Get to experience and use the knowledge gained from the databa e course 
in creating, inserting, updating and modifying a database record by using 
the SQL statements. 
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7.5 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
System development has no boundaries as new requirements and better 
implementation methods continue to arise an evolve. Future enhancements have to 
be done in order to make the system more advance and useful. There are some 
enhancements that could extend the usability of the developed system. 
7.5.1 Online Help File and Demonstration Help System 
Currently, OVMS does not include any online help file that can be use as a 
guide for users. So, in future, online help file can be incorporate into 
OVMS. A small demonstration help also can be included in order to reduce 
the system learning curve to enhance the usability among the users. 
7.5.2 More Useful Reports 
Even though report is provided, but it can still be improved by providing 
more useful and meaningful reports for the administrators to do analysis 
and evaluation. 
7.5.3 Backup and Restore Function 
The backup and restore function was not including in the system. For future 
enhancement, the backup must be schedule in one proper manner that the 
important and critical data must backup in daily basis. 
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7.6 CONCLUSION 
Overall, OVMS has achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirements as a 
online vehicle registration and management system as determined during the 
analysis phase. It is a start to computerized the vehicle registration for UM students 
and staffs towards the effort of paperless concept. Although development the 
whole system is not an easy task because various objectives has been targeted but 
it still can be considered as a contemporary effort to achieve the goals. 
In the process of developing the system, invaluable insight was gained into 
complexities and intricacies of programming. The application of software 
engineering principles throughout development has served to further enhance the 
required skills for developing a sound system. Adherence to a development 
schedule is very important in order to get a job done on time. This experience will 
definitely prove useful in future system development. 
OVMS not a very complex system. It not only useful to a11 the UM student and 
staff in register their vehicle, it also giving an ease to the administrators to manage 
and keep track the vehicle records in University of Malaya. Besides, OVMS also 
provide a general module which can let alJ the unauthorized users to track on the 
announcement from the Pejabat Keselamatan, the office which managed the UM 
vehicfo registration process. 
However, VMS can be further enhancing to become a more powerful and 
sophisticated vehicle management in future. There are still many room for 
improvements for OVMS in terms of implementing a comprehen ive vehicle 
management system. 
12 
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There was a lot of knowledge gained throughout the development of this system. 
The knowledge are including as below: 
a) Get more used to Internet environment 
b) Web application development 
c) Internet Technologies 
d) Several of web-based programming languages, such as ASP, H™L 
and VBScript. 
e) Database server and web server 
Finally, the problems and experiences gained during the system development 
should be useful in my future endeavors. It is hopes that this system can provide a 
foundation upon which more innovative and comprehensive system may be built to 
perform multiple tasks and fulfills various user requirements. 
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Chapter l : INTRODUC110N 
Online Vehicle Management System (OVMS) is an internet application that 
consists of three modules, such as General Module, Administrator Module and 
User Module, which can divide into two parts, Student Module and taff Module. 
It enables the users either administrators, students or staffs manage their personal 
and vehicle information in an efficient and effective way. 
OVMS is an user friendly system which is easy to leam and use, where all of the 
functions in this system can be easily executed by a simple point and click on the 
available function button and hypertext link. In addition, all the syst m 
functionalities are meaningfully and clearly descriptive. 
This manual provides a guideline for users about all the functionalnie available in 
the system with some simple execution steps. This user manual include the 
following part: 
a) General Module 
b) Administrator Module 
c) User Module (Student and Staff) 
1.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
This online system require the following minimum hardware configurati 11 
for running and installation: 
a) A 486 processor or above 
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b) Modem to connect to the Internet or Web Server 
c) Keyboard and mouse as input device 
d) Printer as output device 
1.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
OVMS requires the following software as its running platform: 
a) Windows 95/98 or Windows NT Workstation 
b) Microsoft lntemet Explorer 4 or above 
1.3 SUMMARY OF USER MANUAL 
This user manual is divided into 6 chapters as following: 
Chapter I : Introduction 
A briefly introduction of VM is given, following by it minimum 
hardware and software requirements. 
Chapter 2: Getting tarted With OVMS 
This chapter c mains instruction on how to acccs the VMS y tern, 
Chapter 3: General Module 
This chapter described the activities that can be done b an unauthorized 
user. 
Chapter 4 : Administrator Module 
The database accessibility and manipulation that can · · d no b an 
authorized user (administrator) i described in detail. 
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Chapter 5: Student Module 
Activities that allow the authorized users (students) to access and 
manipulate the data stored are described in detail. 
Chapter 6: Staff Module 
This chapter described all the activities that· allow the authorized users 
(staffs) to access and manipulate the data stored. 
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Chapter 2 : GETTING STARTED WITH OVMS 
OVM~ s art web-based system that no need any installation precess bC!forc 
running it. What we need to do is connect to the Internet and then access the RL 
of OVMS. Anywhere, before accessing to OVMS, please make sure that your 
computer meets the minimum hardware and software requirement which stated in 
tbe previous chapter. 
2.1 STARTING OVMS 
For starting use OVMS, you need to startup the Internet Explorer brow er. 
You can do it by clicking the Internet Explorer icon, which located on your 
desktop or you may go to the Start Menu and then find the Internet 
Explorer option and select it. Once you started the Internet ~ plor r 
successfully, you have to type the following URL into the RL locati n . 
URL : http://myServer/ovms/welcomc.asu 
For thi s systcm, myScrvc -I 0.100.1.195 
As a successful re. ult of browsing t the RL above, the h mcpa ic of 
VMS will be display on your computer monitor's creen a hown in 
Figure 2.1 below. 
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D.!a.!:i::•;aem•11r111.,.111~1:1!'m;m}'llll::m=mc.!attl!:mi•1111:;••••••••••••••••E~•r.;;li~ Links to General 
I ,;.. - ~ · ._) _J ~ 3;.\ .i.J ~ Page 
'.£ Pi~ F~ $ti» ~-,.,..-, H.o:w1• S.,.dl 'F'~-.. H•oiy 
I~ htt1i:J/klcahJllVrrnris/~MP 
Links to tudent 
Login page 
Links to ta 
Login page 
Links to 
Adrnini rraior 
Login page 
Figure 2. l: Welcome Page for OVMS System 
Within this Welcome Page, you can select either you are an administrator, a 
student or a staff who is going to login to the system and do the activitie · 
which are allowed for an authorized user. If you only interested in getting 
information about the vehicle registration, you can acccs the mformation 
without any login procedures through the "Maklumat Am" butt n. 
2.1.1 Administrator Login 
I you arc an administrator, you may click on the" ogin P ntad ir" butt n 
and this will bring you t the Administrator t.ogin Page as h wn below. U
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C:i iiJfffttiM@!M:fttiffit!iiMWMtfti@§ 
filo tdc '{- Ii• ,...,..... ti"" 
,;... • . ..) ...:) ('.:'! u !..!J ~ .ii .7\ 
B.i.ck • s1ap R""•itttl Hr .. ..,. s ...... ~ r .....,.y,... ._. "',. n ..... ;..... ,,, .. ,.,., M,.., 
A.ddioMtf~J httsx/~ah>tt.lOYft"IJ/~ed:>e-lbgin..-:p 
..• 
Login ID 
Katw Lalusm 
- · University of Mala a 
a tradition of o vcellonco 
Sistem Pengurusan Kenderaan UM 
UM 01tli1t11 'Vi11lkl¥ M11.11~,mt11tt SJ,"""' ( OVM,9) 
LOGIN PF.NTADDIR. DlASA 
!!.] n""" 
5,... :_., :LI ~ ~·1, u 
Figure 2. 2 : Administrator Login Page 
This page will enables you to key in your login ID and personal pa word. 
If you are an authorized user, the sy tern will bring you to the admini trator 
module where you can continue to do available activitie in that module. re 
you click on the "Login" button without key in th lo 1i11 ID r pa w rd r 
both, an error message box will how y u to key in the ac rdi ng f "Id a 
shown in Figure 2.3. 
l'.1101 Meuoge • 
Flgm·e 2. 3 : Error Mes age for Infill Login 10 or Pa . word 
ff you wrongly key in your login 10 or pas v ord 01 b th, you may sec the 
login failed message on the login page. It will h v n a f iur bcl , . 
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E'" L<k Y,... ll• ,.,._ U~ 
~ • • .) ) .:::"J 
a.J<. $.WP "...... ~ .,.;bcn I J ,..., 1~V'AJVWl•"'f*~/bi;,'· ..,1n-0 
fl trodttton of 1• \c 1•1/1•11c 1• 
Universit of Mala a 
Sistem Pengurusan Kenderaan UM 
UM o~IJ•« v,lr/r/,.Ma•~nt y.-wwt (CJllM!il) 
f /I• 
I.oGIN PENTADBIR BIASA 
Lupu ID 
OtO l,\)lH,1U 
«,JOor• ' lur 1111 .. -. .... ,. ... 
'111••w•I .., :a :J .... u ,,.~r;~ .. ~I. """' I _,.u J c· .. ~ "';; , "'" 
Figure 2. 4 : Administrator Login Page with Login Failed M a~ 
·I 
2.1.2 Student Login 
Else, if you are a tudent, you may lick n the 'Login Pela jar" butt n and 
the sy tern will ·trai 'ht forward bring you t the S11nl •111 J,og111 Pag« as 
sh wn below. 
Universit of Mala a · 
rt ,,.,.,,f11io11 of ,.,., "" 111, 
l~)Gl-N PELA.IAlt. 
I 'n II) 
l1e1t 
Figure 2. 5 : tnd u Login Pag 
.. j , "" 
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If you arc an authorized user in the stud nt m dule, the st m v ill br:ing 
you to the student rnodul wh 'r y u an ontinu n ur 
with the Administrator L prompt on 
your monitor's crccn if y u lick on th ·'L gin" button without key in 
login ro or pa sword r both of them. Al o, a login failed message will 
hown on the tudcnt login page if ou ent r an incorr cl login ID or 
pa sword or both of them. 
2.1.3 Staff Login 
If you are a taff, you have to click on the" ogin taf" button and thi will 
bring you to, 'ta.ff Login Page as. hewn in fi iurc 2.6. 
Universit of Mala a 
a trml11lm1 of r:o:c /Jr11r 
LOGIN STAF UM 
Jo IO 
.. , ,u.Jlt .. I 
e.J ll<- 
••· .. · l ;;.J.Ll ';}1o. :t 
•J 
,,,,,, ........ 
II Jr I•"" 
Figure 2. 6 : c. ff I .o in Pll ~ 
If ou arc an aothorized u ser in staff me dul ithe s st ·111 will bring ou to 
the . taf]' modul • and u 'an c ntinu ~ ur a ·ti iti ''\. Same ' uh b th )(' 
the l111u11st1 uar !.op,111 I' 1,r.w and St11 /t'11I J.ogm /1ugc, the Staff lo 'II\ 
Puue v ill h< v 11 ll I tin foil 'cl m '.'~ 1 • wh n ou k · 111 the wronu le •in 
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ID or password or both. Also, if you click on the "Login" button without 
key i~ ttie login ID and/or password fields, an error mossa c will prompt on 
your screen. 
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Chapter 3: GENERAL MODULE 
An unauthorized us er an access g ncral m dul - b licking the 'Maklumat Am" 
button which displays on the Wei om Page. 111is page is used to display all of the 
activities, especially the vehicle regi tration activities and important announcement 
fr m Pcjabat Kc clamatan. Th of this page is dynamically change 
depends n the Pcjabat Ke elamatan' current activities. Also, this page provides 
links to University r~f' Mala a Homepage and Pejabat Keselamatan Homepage. 
The general m dule' page is shown as below. 
Links to 
.,,,.,..,._,,.---!::::......'.:::::.!-..!!!::__...!!!::.....;~~=_..::;.:::.::::....:::.:_:;~~-!!!=:~!!=,,,,::.J;-- W cl COll1U P a 
____ _..._ Lin~s to UM 
1 lorn Pu e 
Maklumat Am 
Ut111u• •1..J I m,.,,1..,., • .,wa I 1uW1.- 1 WI U111v.-u1h M..J•v• '~•ll•u·JM.1 """' ·Jir.11..a Uhl J.k rn .. uyu1,._•.u1., 
m"'1'lf11ulyll', ll'lf'mil.ka \,r.-rt1a rt'l(·I •r d.Jl\rm )ramr-ut h11:1' '"''' r·A yn<.a hf'nl'l.J< tnfl0<1 1\..-rk,.n.-t.r.u 1 
••I• flu•o•lr h .. 1•mm w .. 1. ""'" 0l1t•1111ldt l1uh1"\f\ Y"'1iK ,,,.,). tt1••1 
, rJ••• 
...... j ~1:t.:l "J u 
.:.J 
Figur J. I : Ge11en1I i>n~~· 
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Chapter 4: ADMINISTRATOR MODULE 
Once you correctly key in th ndministrat r 1 gin ID and password, you will be 
bring to the Administrator I ~fa11/1 Page a hown belov . 
.:ii :13 ,_ .... 
University of Malaya 
a tradition of excellence 
PENT AD BIR 
• I .......... _....,,..,.. 
F ig1irc 4. I : Ad mini, trntor Oefnull Pnge 
The administrator module is divided into 8 fun tional sub m dulcs as listed 
bel w: 
• tudcnt Record 
• ta R 'C rd 
• Vehicle R cord 
• umm n Rec rd 
• drninis trator Rec ml 
• han ie Pa 'SW< rd 
• 'IS Hal I) IHils 
• L 111 
II 
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If you arc an rcncral administrator, 011 'Im r Ht ft,~HGti0nal sub 
module a ab vc c ccpt the Admini trnt r R"- . \.s :s~ ·ur;i~ preteetien, the 
Administrator Record y a high r administrator' ho need to key in 
their login ID and pa word n m r tim a a p rmit to access the administrator 
data store. Anywhere, this will di cus later in this chapter. 
4.1 STUDENT RECORD 
When you clicked n the "Rekod Pelajar'' button on the Administrator 
Default Page, then you will be bring to Student Record page as shown in 
figure 4.2. 
r.., t·• ~- Qtt fr u~· 
;.. . _) 
Add Student 
Record 
0 •let tuden: 
Ru ord 
This pa 1e' ill nllr» s u t a ccss the re' rd o stud nt \I h ar on' 
their ·hicl • r · iistrati n from th· data :t re. You can add, d ·I ·t • ir s ·ar h 
th1.: nc ·::m stud mt re ·ord: in this p11, 
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4.1.1 Add Student Record 
When you li ked on the "T mbah R k " butt n, the following page is 
howing and you can key in th tud nt r rd into appropriate fields and 
then clicked nth 'Tambah" button. 
C iN©NQitj@ ff#!ffiilMh!b iii# ,!! I 
Universit of Mala a 
rt trodttton of f'\C ellonc» 
Tambah 
r 
a \.<l'll(t 11p11'') 
J fllU' 
..... 
figure 4. 3 : tudem R cord Addin t>ag 
nee y u arc ucce full added the stud nt r 'Cord, a onfirmation page 
will h wn to on the. crccn. I u 11 to add a dupli .atcd student re cord a 
pa re will inf nns ou a ut the duplicated student record i added (a· 
'the· Ya" butt n le r 
continuin , t > add another. tudcnt cc ml or elect the' idsk" button to c it 
T m th i · pa 1 '. 
I. 
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Universit of Mala a 
fl t1ud1t1<>11 of t'\t 1•1/t·11, ,. 
.----t- Continue to add 
another record 
dalam 
p•ng.k•I n Cl•I•. Adakah 11nd• he 1vusllen 
ang la,n? 
-+----------r-- Exit from this 
page 
,.,_ 
111r.·-·J J '.fJ ~ 't 
Fii.tm·c 4. 4: Ouplicnted Record Warning Pag • 
4.1.2 Delete Student record 
J f y u licked n th ' l lapu Rck d" butt n t1 the Stud,111 Necortl I tgl', 
you will see the foll wing page which allows y u lo dcl ·t a stud ·111 
r c rd. You can delete a uudcnt re rd by key in th appropriate tudcru's 
matric numb r into No. Matrtk Pelajar fields. 
I '1 
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Fi ure 4. 5 : tudcnt Record Deletin • Png • 
A c nfirmati n me age will hown on the amc IHI ic if the r · ·ord is 
'II, c full b en deleted. El c, a error me age will be hown, 
4.1.3 Search Student Record 
nee you clicked n I he " ari Rek d butt n n 1H1 '. '/11de11/ R «ord p 1K<', 
ou wiH sec the foll wing page Fi iure 4.6 . You can search a tudcnt 
rec rd either b key in hi' ier matri · numb ir, n '\ identit card numb ir, 
vehicle number, vehicle cha, sis numb ·r r the tud •11t' · faculty. Un
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Figure 4. 6: tudent Record enrching Pag 
If 
ear~ by 
matric number 
Search by new 
IC number 
Search by vehicle 
number 
Search by vehicle 
chassis number 
Search by faculty 
u want t earch a tudent rec rd by hi /her matric number, you .nn 
key in th' rnatric number into the "No. Matrik" field and then ·ti ·k th· 
ari" butt n. If the stud nt record c, i t in the database, a oa 'C will 
shown the detail ab ut the tudcnt rec rd ( igurc 4. 7 . 
s ••. 200212003 
Rekod pelaJar 
i.:; •N. "• 
I 1.,.1,. 
I 10 OIU 
I· IM 
II • 
111 ... , :.tJ •' v u- 
I•' Ill • 4 7 : Student Ht• \0'11 S•·:anh b M ah r nmh r 
.:J 
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Else, you will sec the foll wing pa" to inf nn 1 11 rhm th re rfi ~ as no 
found. 
Universit of Mala a 
,, trodttton of rn r l] ru P 
!.. E•• 
S I '()() oo ~ 
J' I. 1d J> 1.ij.ir u11 fJ.1 f 1 l.111111 
pun •l 111111 I 1to1 
"!JOur-.. 
• ''•"1 I 1 '.J ,, :1• 
\i' .·..,: .. ~, ,, 9'1f'4 
Fii::111·c 4. 8 : Student Record No Found Pni:t 
The arnc thing will happen when you . carch Lhc tudcnr record b his/h 'r 
new I number, vehicle number r vehicle ha .i numb r. You an cc the 
page a, shown in Fi iure 4.7 if the record i · found or cl c a pa )C with 
information ab ut the unfound record i appeared n th· ere n as Figure 
4.8. 
If ou want I 'car h the record of' stud 'nti; ac ·oru111g to their Iaculr , u 
an 'elect the fo ·ult whi h \ ant to be ·arch form the dr p-down b x and 
than click tlw" ari" butt 11. IC tit' 1 xord i · found, a pa 'C will 'h wn all 
re rds of the stud nts \ hoar' mm th· s •lectcd u .ult l·i iurc •I. f Is'. 
the re .ord no found pu 1 • Fi iur • 11 8 rs 11p1 ·111 cd t 11 th • x ·1 ·c11. 
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Fipre 4. 9 : Student Record - earcb by Faculty 
4.2 STAFF RECORD 
When you clicked on the 'Rekod Staff" button on the Administrator 
Default Pa 'e, then you will be bring to taff Record pa c a below. 
,__ __ ~Add Stnlf 
Re. ord 
____ .....,._ D I te Stafl' 
Record 
Flan"' 4. tO : , tilff RKord I' 
.:J 
IX 
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This page will allows you to access th' r • ord 
vehicle rcgi rration before. Thi pA' ' all W" 11 t 
the rec rd of ta ff. 
4.2.1 Add Staff Record 
When you clicked on the "Tambah R kod" button, U1e following page is 
showing to you. You can key in the rec rd of raff into appropriate fields 
and then clicked on the "Tarnbah" button. 
l!I 
w~ • tS!.... ,,el ~ ~ ....... ,...----~-....,.~----------------"---~~..,...__,---""--=---~.1 
•J 
~ 1mm51eo MM"mwem;; 1 I 
a tradttton of excetlenc» 
IM0U'liu13 
ftt."•""3 
N1.1na 
No 1'11 (t.111pa ' ') 
'""' ,., (r '" O!J 
<t.]P•it"' 
-•~J . 1 J ,.. • u.._..., ...... 1r ,......,."'""' 
·I ,, ....... ...:_ 
... 
Figure 4. 11 : luff R cord ddinf! Pu e 
nee ou arc successfully add ·d the staff r · · rd, a confirmation page will 
shown t ou, If ou It add a duplicated staff rec rd, a pag will 
informs 011 Ht 0111 th· duplicated stud mt r ·c rd is added as ·h wn 111 
fi 11r· 4 .. In this ·n , u 1:111 .iihcr .h sc th· "Yo" butt n fo1 
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continuing to add another staff record r sole t th' "Tid. k" hutteu t \;:'\.it 
from th is pa ic. 
4.2.2 Delete Staff record 
Jf you clicked n the "I lapu Rck d" button, y u will see the following 
page which allow you t d 1 t fl taff record b enter the appropriate 
staff's new identity card numb r int Nu. KPB ta/field . 
.,. l.f.«J,.1 
rr tro. "'"'" ·~f' \( .. 11..,,, ,. 
'"'. ') Jllll ..... , f .. 
in .... 
••• ,..~ I ,, ":.I l" ,,. ~,_..., ..... H t .--;.,:1 '"'"' 
Fi1tnn· 4. 12 : tnrr Record () I tin • Pa 
4.2.3 Search Staff Record 
nee you clicked n the ' ari Rck d" button, ou \! ill . c • the f llowin • 
ag Fi urn 4. I. ). u ·an . iar ·h a . ta r ·cl rd ·it her b k • in hi /her 
n w id ntit card number, ·hi ·I • 1111111h ·r or v ihicle chas sis numb r 
. () 
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~. hby1· v 
----- IC number 
arch by vehicle 
number 
Search by vehicle 
chassis number 
..:J 
)D"" Loittln .. _.. 
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f<'igu1-e 4. 13 : taff Record ·m·c.hing Page 
If you want t search Cl taff'r ord by hi /h rid ntity card num er, you can 
key in the new I number int the No. KPB field and then click the " . ari" 
butt n. 
If' you search the sta record by his/her vehicle number or vehicle .hassis 
numb r, you can 1 l the same r ult. 
4.3 VEHICLE RECORD 
lick on the' R k d end 11nn,, button, thi ·' ill brint; y u t th chi le 
r cord page a shown clew. U
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an::l\ by vehicle 
hassis number 
earch by vehicle 
munber 
Nn t."tuul• 
Search total of 
registered vehicle 
for selected session ?fo. l)ohor x ... .i....... 1- 
10- 
_:11 o..1J ::;J ::.:1 'J ... ti. 
Figm-e 4. 14: Vehicle R cord earching Page 
Thi page will all w y u t s .ar h a hicle in rrnation accordin ' le> its 
rcgi ucrcd number or cha is number. You can .car h the record by enter 
the vehicle r gi tcrcd numb 'r or cha sis number int appropri re Ii cld and 
then click " ari" button. If the vehicle record c i t in the databa c, th' 
c mplctc inf rmation f that hiclc will how to ou a igurc . I . his 
pa ic will show· you cith ·r thi · vehicle is bcl ng to a tudcnt r a taff. 
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Figure 4. 15: Vchid Rcc0t·d Page - earch by Vehicle Numb r 
If you want t iet the total fr" 1i tercd vehicle for a elected ession, you 
can select the ses sion from the dr p-down box be ides the "Bil. Kenderaan 
erdaflar" field and click th ' ari button. Th total of re iist red chicle 
for taffs and students for,' ·I xtcd s ssi n will be shown. 
4.4 SUMMON RECORD 
When you click on the "Rekod 'aman" button, this will rine you to the 
Summon Record page (Figure 4.1 :> . Y< u ·and s ·rnl ucti iti '' n thi 
page urch a add, delete, update and search a summon record. Un
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Fieore 4. 16: ummon Record Pn~e 
4.4.1 Add Summon Record 
dd umm0R 
r ~ rd 
Delete summon 
record 
Update summon 
record 
Search summon 
record 
lf you click n the ' ambah Rck d" bull n, thi will brin • y 11 10 lhc 
foll wing page. 
[lo t·• ~- ., 
a troduton of oxrellon <' 
:) 
( • /. :• 1n 
Fiao"' 4. 17 : Suuuuou Record 1 ddln Va ..,. 
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This page allows you to add a urnmon rec rd b nt er th ... infc rm ti u iatc 
the appropriate fiolds, Aflcr 011 >nl ·r <111 th n idcd in mi tit n, ~ "-. 1 h, ¥~ 
to click on the "Tambah" button. 
4.4.2 Delete Summon Record 
If you clicked on the "Hapus Rck d" button, you will e the following 
page, which allow you to delete a umm n rec rd b enter the summon 
reference number into No. R11j11kan Suman fields. 
C QMilCJi15Ei !. ¢ \jiE lftiMli!fiMM id iji I 
J A ,... .
Unlverstt of Mala a 
a traetttton of excel} nc e 
Hap us 
R 
\l 
jl ,,.,j ::.J :.!) ~ ~I %1 • '~Jr;;;::- ~ ... ,,.., 
Figure 4. 18: ummon R cord D leting Pngc- 
4.4.3 Update Summon Record 
If u want to update a nuum n record, u ·ai1 .lick on th· "Kcmaskini" 
butt n Figure 4.19 . 
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Universit of Mala a 
rt 11·0,1/11011 o/"t Ir 1•1/••11<'•' 
__ ... _! ~J 
Kem aklnl 
~Oa bikan t•P. n~ l\.a.n • ._, )' n1 l\•tul: dlJ .. l'ln'\la M"- 
No. n \lukan I 
1"•• 
••·- :;.J :.a ... ; ~ 11 • !!l."- Jr;:=- • ~I .. ..- 
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0.J .;- :;.. ....... 
Figure 4. 19: U1>dnte Summon Reconl - Enter Reference umber 
First, you have to enter the summon reference number which need to be 
updated. If the summon ' ith thi referenc number is not exi ts in the 
databa , this will bring you t the following page to inf rm you thnt the 
record i not found. 
hi c, the summon r c rd of that refer nee number will appear on the 
creen a ·i urc 4.20. ou can updat . any necc sary icld s and then click 
n the "Kcmaskini" button. 
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Fi ure 4. 20 : Update ummon Page - Updat Record 
4.4.4 Search Summon Record 
Click for 
update 
nee you clic cd n the ' ari Rck d button, you will cc the foll win , 
page (Figure 4.21 . Y u can search a sumrn n record either enter its 
refer nee numb ·r, vchi ·le number, faculty or summon status (Ii r fine r 
gradual tud nt . 
I• 
•••I ::a 
t 
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c ••• ••ke-d • ...." 
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---------·-~~"~I c' , ., • ' ..,.,.. 
flitm 4. 21: uuunnn lkronl ::knrchln • l'n 
earch b vchicl 
1111111txr 
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If you want to search a umm n record b its r cfcrcn " numl •r r- ,~h.i ~t~ 
number, you can key in the ref irencc numl 'l' or chi ~1 nnml er int t!4-= 
appropriate field and then click the nri" butt rt th snmm n ~=rd 
exists in the database, the record will b 
the record is not exists in the databa c. 
1011 will b inf rmed 
You can al o earch a summon record n c rding 10 it tatu . lf you v ant to 
search the record of summonfs) which cat gorized by the student faculty, 
you can select the faculty from the" akulti' dr p-d ' n b x and then click 
on the "Cari" button. The record will be sh wn to you if the record(s) is 
exi ts in the databa e (Figure 4-22). The same ca c will happen if you 
search ummon records by the thcr tatu . 
t"" ..... ~ 1 ,,.... 
,2, , 1.. 
Unlver1111 or Main ,, 
...... !I ............... -----•·• .... .,._ • ..,.. • ......,. r•nM -· ' tritu.~·- frt4, ,,..., , ~.,.,....,. ....... .,_..., ...... ., ...... flil-n TetM•Of,..,..O _....fhlDU4f '" oo• ,.,.,. }0(1) •••vim l.te LIM ~tfl\l ...,. . 00l11 .. ,..,, • 001 1 Oetot "2001 •'u"'' 
l••l. .. ft•,,I> .. k'tl0l1' ••11~~,, 001 1 .,.,.. )()01 •i.aein 
o• I 
r- 
. ···~J :.ti ·------··· ... 
Figm 4. 22 : earch ummon Rer<1t'd - b fucult 
lfy u want t search the record of. uuunon f r those urc 
in 1hi car, <\I can click )11 the' ari" button for "'Rck Saman Pclnjar 
yang akan Tamat Pen lltjian Tahun ini". 
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4.5 ADMINISTRATOR RECORD 
For VMS, nly high-level admini traior an A 
adding, dclctin 1, updating ir icarchin r th re rd f adminisrrat r. \\ en 
you click n the "Rckod Pcntadbir" butt n, gin png will b sh wn as 
Figure 4.23. 
C lliliiiip MiflffiilMdfMI" !!iii 
Universit of Mala a 
fl l,.or/1/1<111 of 1•\·c 1•/11·m 1• 
Loe.JN 1•£.NTADDUl. .DNGGI 
,.,. l "1111111 
10"' ... 
~, .... l :;.J :.a v , <u- 
,. __ 
Figul'e 4. 23 : lligh-kvrl Admini trator Loaln Pa~e 
l f you enter the u er I g.in l D and pa sword rrectly, this will brin ' y u 
to the following pa re. his pa ic will all w 
add, d ilctc, or carch an administrator re ird, 
u t han 1 • th pa w rd, 
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Universlt of Mala a 
ti l1t11ltfl<lf/ <I/'<'" 1·//1·11, t' 
Rc:-kod Pcnh•dbh· 
!UU""" 
..... , '-' .Ll :) 'll• 
Figure 4. 24 : Administrator Record Page 
4.5.1 Add Administrator Record 
........ 
dd administrator 
record 
Del te administrator 
record 
earch administrator 
record 
.:J 
If y u click n the "Tam bah Rck d" uuon, this will bring ou to 1hc page 
a· shown in Fi turc .2 . 
Universit of Mala a 
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When you fill in au the appropriate iuformarion ill th' P \ T\ . 'l ll lHl -. :l, 
click the "Tambah". 
4.5.2 Delete Administrator Record 
If you want to delete an admini trator re ord, u can click on th "Hapus 
Rekod" button. This will brings y u the Admtnistrator Record Deleting 
Page ( igurc 4.26), which nc d y u t ent r the num er of new identity 
card f r the administrator wh are going to be deleted. 
t tjtiiMiijffllM@!Hii#N'MfjliffifflltM I IQ 'iii 
Universit of Mala a 
a trnr/1(1011 of<' ,,·rllt•nr1• 
·I 
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;'9 ,,..,, :;J :.!J ~).. ~ tJ • t..t.1 "'••••'"n.""'•rl • IJ tl..0.1 ltt!li;M r....... t .,,,tt 
Figure 4. 26: Admini5tr11Cor Rttonl lkleting l'11gt• 
4.5.3 Search Administrator Record 
When u cli ·k u the " ari Rek d" button, thi · wilJ bring 011 tc the 
dmini trator R c rd Scar hin 1 I ag · us Fi iur • . 7 . 
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Administrator's 
new identity card 
number 
Universit of Mala a- - --- 
n trr u littorr <>I ,. \'1 1•/l •11, •' 
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Figure 4. 27: Administrator Record arching Page 
lfy u want t earch rec rd f ran admini trat r. y u nly need to enter the 
new identity card num er for U1c admini trat r and then click the " ari" 
button. The complete r cord of the admini trator will be h wn t sh w t 
you if the record of that administrator c. ists in the database. 
4.6 CHANGE PASSWORD 
ff y u click n th "Tukar Kata aluan" butt n, you will be rin • t th' 
f Bowing page. Y u ma able to hangc ur c111rc11t pas rw rd l another 
pa w rd in 'C .urity wi ic. Un
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Figur-e 4. 28 : Change Password - Adminietrator 
4.7 UPATE PERSONAL DETAIL 
By clicking the "Kerna kini Rckod" button, you may ee the crccn which 
hewn as Figure 4.2 . In thi pa •c, u can update your rec rd by chan re 
the nccc ·ary field· and then click on the "Kcma kini" button. 
~ 
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4.8 LOGOUT 
Once you complete all the activities thRt u \! uld lik t d ~ and th u 
finally you may click on the "Log ut" button to logout. Figur -l.30 "rill be 
display. 
Universit of Mala a 
a tra.ttuon of <'H eltencc 
BERJAYA LOGOUT 
-~ , .... , -· "1'· "'"'... Jr i •• tr .. 
• r1o .. ,. 
Fi ure 4. 30: Logout ra e 
In this page, you can either ch c t re-l gin to the VM or g back the 
general page. 
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Chapter 5 : STUDENT MODULE 
After keying the login lD and pas word correctly, y u arc g ing 1 brine- bv th- 
system to the student module main png (Figur 5.1 ). 
t.'Ul!ll!Dllll::l!lllZ!!!llmlllllllllllm:ll 911:!~!fil 
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-~-1 I :.1 ~I 1:.'\ n- .,)_•~• "••·•'"""""' 
Fi1:m·c 5. I: Mnin Pili! of the tudent Module 
There arc about 8 sub m dulc with the different activitic that arc provided to aJI 
the tudcnts. The acti itic arc Ii, tcd in th I fl hand idc of every pa 'C Figure 
.2). 
~aklumat Am 
l'i1t111 • 5. 2 ; LI t of AcH ltk for .'tudtnt 
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5.1 GENERAL PAGE 
If you clicked on the "Makluma: Am" h pcrtcxt link, th n .' u "111 se tl1~ 
General Page as shown in Fi iurc . I. his p re i us t di pl 11 f th 
activitic , c pccially the v hi l r gi trati n 
announcement from Pcjabat Kc clamatan. 
tivitics nnd imp rtant 
5.2 VEHICLE REGISTRATION 
You will be bring to Vehicle Registration Pag > I after you clicking on the 
"Pcndaftaran" hyperte: t link Fi 'Ure 5. . 
~- - 
-· Universit of ·Mala a · · 
';.{ ..:tl 
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Fium-e 5. 3 : ehicle Rc1,ti t rntiou P112r I - Shulcnt 
In thi page, y u can r ·gist r ur ihicl · ins ·11 alt the 11 • cs uu fi .lds. 
ft 'r thi s, 11 ha c to cli nth· "I an ikuh I" butt n and thi will brinu 
u t th· elude U1•g1st1 ttton I 1gi.: a· sh ' 11 111 Figm • 11 ar · 
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required to insert all tho nece sary field in this pn "' and th n ti~k q~ 
"Daftar" button. 
Universit of Mala a 
0 11-orl/1/011nf1'\l"f'll1•11n• 
an J 
Jc.mt 
No, C"t1" i• 
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Fii:ur"e 5. 4 : Vehicle lle~i, tratien Pne • 2- tudent 
5.3 UPDATE PERSONAL DETAIL 
If you really re ii tered our vehicle before and need to update your 
p rsonal d tail n w. you 'Ill click n the "Kcma kin: Maklumat' hyperte 't 
link. This page will all ws y u t update our p r nal detail. 
5.4 CHECK UMMON RECORD 
By clicking n the '' cranai Suman" h 1 me t link, the . tcm v ill di ·pla 
all f ur ·u111111 n record. 
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5.5 CHANGE PASSWORD 
You arc going to have a chance to chan 1 
the "Tukar Kata aluan" hypertc t link, 
nr pas ' , rd if u lick n 
nd th p g ' hi h 11 wn m 
Figure 5.5 will be di play. You ar ad i d t chang 
frequently for the security wise. 
ur pa word 
•I. ! .. Ix! t j@ffl(ifitjmt# ¥ffiriiiffit!lft>IM!i!!.i 
Universit of Mala a 
a tradition of evrelkmc« 
-...r..u ... a... .. 
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Fig111· • 5. S : hnn~ • l'n sword - tudent 
5.6 SECURITY OFFICE HOMEPAGE 
nee u click n the 'I talamau l ·jul at K ·s ilnmuluu" h p 11 • ·t lin , it 
will link' u to lh • • urity lli · · 11 m 'PH 1 • dir ·ti . 
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5.7 UNIVERSITY MALAYA HOMEPA E 
Once you click on the "I lalaman UM" hypertext link, i1 ' ill link" : '11 t 
the University Malaya I lomcpagc dir .tly. 
5.8 LOGOUT 
Once you completed all the activiti that you would like to do, now, you 
may dick on the "Logout" hypert t link to logout. The Logout Page (as 
Figure 4.30) will be display and you can choo e either want to re-login or 
go to the Welcome Page. 
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Chapter6: STAFF MODULE 
After keying the staff login ID and pas w rd c rr tly, 
the system to the staff module main pag ·(Figure . I). 
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Fi zure (1. I: Milin ru I(" of the htff Module 
ame with tudcnt m dule, there arc 8 ub module with the different activities 
that arc pro id cd to all the taffs. The activitie are listed in th lefl hand idc of 
every pa e ( ·igurc 6.2). 
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6.1 GENERAL PAGE 
You will be brin 'to the General Page a, hov n in Fignr 3.1 if u li ked 
on the "Maklurnat Am" hypcrtc t link. This pag i. us t displ , all fthe 
activitie , c pccially the vehicle r gi trati n activiti 
announcement from Pejabat Kcsclamaian. 
and important 
6.2 VEHICLE REGISTRATION 
If you want lo register your vehicle, you may click on the "Pendaftaran" 
hypertext link. This will bring u t Vehicle Registration Page J (Figure 
6.3). 
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There were 2 forms need to be fill in for vohi ·1 r 'istt ti n. Fi ~t . \ l! 
have to in crt all the ncccs: my field' in the chi ·I R ·gistmrion Pn~l ~ \ n 
then click the "Langkah 2" button. 'TI1i. will bring u t hie 1~ 
Registration Page 2 (Figure 6.4). J\I o, y u ne d t 
fields and click the "Daflar" button. If the confirmati nm 
he screen, that m an your vehicle regi trati n i succ sfull . 
r quired 
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Figure 6.4 : Vd1icle Regi trntien Pag 2 - Staff 
6.3 UPDATE PERSONAL DETAIL 
If you really regi ncred y ur vehicle before and 11 d to updut · your 
per· nal d •tail now, u can click n the ' Kema skiui Maklumat" h pcrtc: l 
link. Thi page will all w u t updat • our p · onal detail 
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6.4 CHECK SUMMON RECORD 
By clicking on the" Scranai aman" hyp ·rt~, t link, th 
all of your summon record. 
t em will di p la) 
6.5 CHANGE PASSWORD 
You are goin 1 to ha vc a chance to change y ur pas word if you clicked on 
the 'Tukar Kata Laluan ' hyperte: t link, and the page which shown in 
igure 6.5 will be display. You are advi sed t change your pas word 
frequently for the ecurity wi c. 
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6.6 SECURITY OFFICE HOMEPAGE 
Once you click on the "I lalnman P ·jnbat Kosel matnn'' h pert" ·1 link, 11 
will links you to the Security fficc l lom page dir tly. 
6.7 UNIVERSITY MALAYA HOMEPAGE 
Once you click on the "I lalarnan M" hypertext link, it v il1 link you to 
the University Malaya J lornepagc directly. 
6.8 LOGOUT 
nee ye u completed all the activities that you would like to d , now, you 
may click on th "L gout" hyp rt t link t I gout. The gout I age as 
Figur 4.30) will displuy and u can cho ·c either want t re-lo iin r 
g l the Wclc me Page. 
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GLOSSA'RY 
· Client/Server Architecture 
A design model for applications running on a network in which the bulk of the 
back-end processing - such as performing a physical search of a database, takes 
place on a server computer. 
Database 
A collection of related information stored in a structured organized way. Users can 
retrieve the data from it. 
GUI (Graphical User Interface) 
An interface having windows, graphical ymbols, pop-down menu , and thcr 
structures that are often manipulated with a mouse pointer. 
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) 
A standardized system of taggin ' text f r fonnattin , I catin ' imag and other 
c nrext file , and placing links or reference to ther d curnent . 
HTTP {Hyper Tnmsf ers Protocol ) 
A references in HTML t an thcr hypcrte t ment, 
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Web Browser 
A software to navigate or surf through World Wide Web. 
Web Server 
A computer that provides web services and pages to Intranet and Internet users. 
Server-side business objects are typically instantiated here. 
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